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Hybrid freeform surfaces have been emerging to bring novel functionalities and 
applications in the optics industries. Hybrid freeform surfaces are designed with an 
integration of multiple freeform surfaces to increase their optical performance and 
provide new optical functions. Over the last several decades, ultraprecision machining 
technology has been evolving to fabricate most freeform optical surfaces that could not 
have been previously machined or machining them was expensive. Some of the known 
machining technologies to machine freeform optics use micromilling, raster flycutting, 
fast tool servo (FTS) and slow slide servo (SSS).  
Micromilling requires overcoming inherent static and dynamic limitations in the 
ultra-precision machine system and in this process material removal rate is much lower 
than the turning process. Raster flycutting has several shortcomings to overcome such 
as relatively long setup time, difficult setup and restriction of tool swing diameter. On 
the other hand, FTS and SSS diamond turning processes have the highest material 
removal rates as compared to other processes and therefore are widely used by many 
researchers and industries. However, only few studies have been conducted for the 
optimization of FTS and SSS processes to fabricate hybrid freeform surfaces. Based on 
the above facts, the optimization of FTS and SSS processes has been carried out in this 
dissertation.  
In this dissertation, comprehensive studies have been conducted for the seamless 
manufacturing of hybrid freeform surfaces with good surface quality and accuracy. This 
Summary 
ix 
dissertation consists of four major studies to contribute the optimization of 
manufacturing hybrid freeform surfaces.  
Hybrid freeform surfaces with larger depths are difficult to machine using 
diamond turning. Hence, a hybrid fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond 
turning was developed by incorporating both FTS and SSS techniques to optimize 
the fabrication process of hybrid freeform surfaces. This technique addresses the 
limited range of FTS stroke length and the low bandwidth in the SSS system. 
Hybrid freeform surfaces in general have a loss of symmetry due to their complexity 
in the curvatures. It is necessary to increase the number of machining axes for moving 
a tool to produce such surfaces. Hence, a novel automated Guilloche machining 
technique with 4-axis CNC system to fabricate a complex hybrid freeform surface, such 
as a polygonal Fresnel lens array, has been developed to address the difficulties of 
fabricating such surfaces in a single setup. 
A novel surface analytical model has been derived to pre-evaluate the accuracy of 
the machined freeform surface. The model evaluates the cutting linearization errors 
along the spiral tool trajectory of fast tool/slow slide servo diamond turning process and 
also optimizes the number of cutting points for achieving the targeted accuracy. 
Most of commercial CAD/CAM software solutions for freeform surfaces are 
only suitable for Cartesian coordinate system, which do not support the FTS/SSS 
turning (polar/cylindrical coordinates) and also have a larger resolution range of 
10 nm. A specialized CAM system is necessary to support FTS/SSS turning and 
have a better resolution range. Thus, a comprehensive, integrated CAD/CAM 
software solution for multiple-axis diamond turning process has also been developed 
for planning and conducting the manufacture of hybrid freeform surfaces. 
Summary 
x 
In this dissertation, a comprehensive and integrated CAD/CAM software solution 
with the methodologies from the above studies has been developed and implemented. 
Thus, a seamless multiple-axis ultraprecision machining technologies for hybrid 
freeform surface with good surface quality and accuracy has been successfully 
developed, implemented and validated in this study. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
   
Freeform optical surfaces are commonly non-rotational or non-cylindrical in nature; 
they have high degrees of freeform and widely used to reduce wavefront error and sizes 
as compared to rotational surfaces. Ultraprecision machining techniques such as 
diamond turning with fast tool / slow slide servo (FTS / SSS) and diamond micromilling 
techniques are widely employed for machining freeform optical surfaces with 
ultraprecision accuracy and excellent surface quality. 
Over the last several decades, these ultraprecision machining techniques are 
evolving to meet the demands of ultraprecision accuracy and excellent surface quality 
of freeform optical surfaces. This evolution in-turn marks the tipping point for the 
evolution of novel optical designs. These new evolutions have not been fully explored 
to unleash the hidden potential of freeform optical surfaces. This new field also brings 
us many new challenges in designing, machining and testing.  
This chapter reports the current trends in ultraprecision machining techniques 
employed for generating hybrid freeform surfaces. Section 1.1 discusses the new era of 
hybrid freeform surfaces with their functionalities and applications. Section 1.2 
highlights a great deal of challenges and machining barriers in this research area to be 
discussed for optimizing developments of these ultraprecision machining techniques to 
new higher levels. Section 1.3 gives a list of objectives for contributing the motivation 
to complete this dissertation. Lastly, Section 1.4 presents the organization of this 
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dissertation, which summarizes several areas of improvements in the manufacturing of 
hybrid freeform surfaces. 
1.1 Hybrid Freeform Surfaces 
There is a growing trend of designing freeform optical surfaces with hybrid 
freeform surfaces [1-7] for non-imaging devices such as solar concentrators and 
collimators to increase their optical performance, and imaging devices to achieve 
special imaging effects [7]. Simultaneous multiple surface (SMS) [1-4, 6] is one of the 
latest designing techniques, which can design N rotationally-symmetric surfaces that, 
by definition, form sharp images of N one-parameter subsets of rays allowing the 
control of extended sources. This design strategy consists of finding the best 
configuration of these subsets of rays in phase-space, one that ensures that image-
quality specifications will be met by all rays. This gives better control of exit aperture 
shape without efficiency loss and increases tolerances to source displacement. It would 
be a challenging task to produce this new generation of freeform surfaces, as illustrated 
in Figures 1.1–1.6, by conventional diamond machining techniques. 
 
Figure 1.1: Four-fold Fresnel-Kohler (FK) concentrator [2] 




Figure 1.2: Freeform thin dielectric sheet as a TIR reflector [3] 
 
Figure 1.3: Metal-less TIR RXI collimator [4] 
 




Figure 1.5: Ultra-short throw projector by LPI [6] 
 
Figure 1.6: Freeform mirror was used for special movie effect  





Thanks to the state-of-art technologies, these hybrid freeform surfaces can be easily 
manufactured by multiple-axis diamond machining techniques. Basically, an increasing 
complexity is often associated with a loss of symmetry of the surface. With an increase 
in the number of degrees of freedom needed for moving a tool to produce a surface, the 
number of controllable machine axes will be increased. The applications and principles 
of these multiple-axis ultraprecision machining processes for the manufacturing of 
hybrid freeform surfaces are discussed in the next section. 
1.2 Ultraprecision Machining of Hybrid Freeform Surfaces 
Over the past several decades, the ultraprecision diamond machining techniques are 
evolving and are capable of performing the machining of these freeform surfaces. Four 
common diamond machining techniques to machine these freeform surfaces on ultra-
precision machines are fast tool servo (FTS), slow slide servo (SSS), raster machining 
and micro milling. These techniques have exhibited the capability of machining 
complex surfaces like lens arrays, polynomial freeform, bi-conics, aspheric cylinders, 
and NURBS defined freeform surfaces.  
Figure 1.7 shows a process chain evaluating the feasibility of fabrication methods 
for freeform surfaces from the design to metrology [8]. This process chain employs 
computer-aided manufacturing software (CAM) to generate the tool trajectory and the 




Figure 1.7: Process Chain for the Fabrication of Freeform Surfaces [8] 
FTS diamond turning has been widely employed for fabricating the non-
rotational symmetrical surfaces due to its high resolution and bandwidth [9]. 
Although SSS technique has a longer stroke length up to several millimeters, its 
limited bandwidth restricts the speed of Z-axis (in the tool trajectory) for 
machining a complex freeform surface. When raster flycutting is employed, there 
are several shortcomings to overcome such as relatively long and difficult setup 
and restriction of tool swing diameter. Lastly, micro milling method requires 
overcoming of inherent static and dynamic limitations in the ultra-precision 
machine system and material removal rate is much lower than the turning process. 
Therefore, FTS and SSS diamond turning is often employed for machining 
freeform surfaces. In order to machine a hybrid freeform surface with large sag 
height, we need to have an ultraprecision machine which has the capability to 
























1.3 Main objectives of this dissertation  
This dissertation aims to achieve a seamless manufacturing of hybrid freeform 
surface with good surface quality and accuracy using the diamond turning process. 
The main objectives are to be fulfilled, as follows: 
i. To address the limited stroke distances and bandwidths for the FTS and 
SSS technologies in generating hybrid freeform surface with large 
curvature depths; 
ii. To address the difficulties in machining complex hybrid freeform surfaces 
which cannot be machined by FTS and SSS processes;  
iii. To conduct a process optimization of machining hybrid freeform surfaces 
in generating accurate tool trajectory control points with ultraprecise 
surface accuracy; 
iv. To address the need for an alternative and economical option of specialized 
CAD/CAM system in generating accurate complex hybrid freeform 
surfaces for FTS/SSS and other multiple-axis diamond turning processes.  
1.4 Organization of this dissertation 
This dissertation discusses several areas of improvement for diamond turning of 
hybrid freeform surfaces in the following chapters: 
 Chapter 2 presents a literature survey which has been conducted on the 
studies of the manufacturing of hybrid freeform surfaces. A list of literature 
loopholes are also highlighted for this dissertation. 
 Chapter 3 introduces an alternative method of surface generation for 
FTS/SSS diamond turning of freeform surface directly from computer-aided 
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design (CAD) software with an integration of application programming 
interface (API). 
 Chapter 4 discusses the hybrid FTS/SSS process with a novel tool trajectory 
generation technique by means of several layers of tool trajectory to 
overcome the short FTS stroke length and low bandwidth of SSS system. 
 Chapter 5 discusses a novel automated Guilloche machining technique 
(AGMT), offering capabilities to produce of complex freeform surfaces 
such Fresnel lens which cannot be machined by FTS/SSS diamond turning. 
 Chapter 6 discusses a novel surface analytical model which evaluates the 
cutting linearization errors in the FTS/SSS diamond turning process. The 
accuracy of machined freeform surface can be pre-evaluated with the 
derived novel surface analytical model before machining stage.  
 Chapter 7 discusses the integration and implementation of developed 
methodologies in the developed CAD/CAM system. This integration shall 
plan and conduct the manufacture of hybrid freeform surface within the 
multiple-axis diamond turning process. 
 Lastly, Chapter 8 highlights the conclusions of this dissertation and 
recommends some future works to be done. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
  
In this chapter, a literature survey on the manufacturing processes of hybrid 
freeform surfaces is presented. Section 2.1 discusses the main principles and the 
limitations of FTS/SSS diamond turning and other multiple-axis diamond machining 
techniques. Section 2.2 covers the existing CAD/CAM/CAE technologies employed 
for the manufacturing of hybrid freeform surfaces, and discusses the needs for the 
surface generation methodologies to produce an accurate hybrid freeform surface. 
Lastly, Section 2.3 presents the concluding remarks that lead to this dissertation. 
2.1 Multiple-axis Ultraprecision Diamond Machining Techniques 
Freeform surfaces play the key role in development of complex optical devices 
widely used in telecommunication, medical imaging, and surveillance systems. 
Freeform surfaces also allow freedom for the optics designer to design products with 
functional, aesthetic, and ergonomic surfaces. Ultraprecision multi-axis freeform 
machining techniques are often employed for manufacturing freeform surfaces with 
high degree of accuracy and precision. Diamond turning is one of the ultraprecision 
machining techniques, which has the advantages like high accuracy and high efficiency. 
It is often coupled with unique technique known as fast tool / slow slide servo 
(FTS/SSS) technologies (as shown in Figure 2.1) for machining a freeform surface with 
high degree of complexity due to its high resolution and bandwidth. FTS diamond 
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turning integrates a high bandwidth servo unit in an additional W-axis (or superimposed 
Z-axis) with the existing three axes (X, Z and C-axis) in ultraprecision turning machine 
[9]. Unlike FTS method, SSS diamond turning uses the existing Z-axis to oscillate the 
tool.  Some of the freeform optical surfaces manufactured by FTS and SSS diamond 
turning processes are illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.1: Configurations of ultraprecision lathe machines;  




Figure 2.2: Freeform optical surfaces by FTS process [10];  




Figure 2.3: Freeform optical surfaces by SSS process [11-14]; (a) micro 
Alvarez lens array, (b), artificial compound eye, (c) freeform prismatic lens 
and (d) 8 x 8 freeform microlens array 
2.1.1 Fast Tool Servo (FTS) 
Fast Tool Servo (FTS) technology plays an important role in machining complex 
freeform surfaces for the modern optics industry. Hence, FTS diamond turning has been 
widely employed for fabricating the non-rotational symmetrical surfaces due to its high 
resolution and bandwidth [9, 15]. Some of the works on FTS, dated back as early as 
1980’s, Meinel et al. [16] has successfully produced phase corrector plates for 
wavefront correction, and Luttrell et al. [17] was able to fabricate off-axis conic 
surfaces and tilted flats with the FTS.  
Unfortunately, most of FTS systems have limited travel of less than 1 mm, which 
makes it inappropriate for machining freeform surfaces with sag height greater than 1 
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mm. Hence, there are several works to address this setback by increasing the FTS stroke 
length to fulfill the sag height requirement. Common methods to extend the stroke of 
FTS are by using rotary FTS [18] and designing flexure of higher displacement 
amplification mechanism incorporated with voice coil and/or piezoelectric actuators 
[19, 20].  Ludwick et al. [18] develops a rotary FTS with a peak acceleration of 500 
m/s2. This rotary FTS (Figure 2.4) is capable of machining a surface feature having 
amplitudes of up to 10 mm at 50 Hz. However, it is reported that there is a tool position 
error of 0.63 m due to the higher harmonic frequency error and it is not attenuated 
during cutting. 
 
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of a rotary FTS [18] 
Kim et al. [19] has developed a long-stroke FTS (LFTS) having a maximum stroke 
of 432 m. It incorporates a piezoelectric actuator with displacement amplification 




Figure 2.5: Displacement amplification mechanism of LFTS [19] 
Rakuff et al. [20] has developed a long-stroke FTS (Figure 2.6) with a voice coil 
actuator and a flexure hinge which has a maximum acceleration of 260 m/s2 and a 
bandwidth up to 140 Hz. The maximum displacement range of the cutting tool is 2 mm.  
 
Figure 2.6: FTS system with voice coil actuator and flexure mechanisms [20] 
Permanent magnet voice coil actuators are generally free of hysteresis with a nearly 
linear current versus force relationship for smaller strokes. This is an advantage over 
the commonly used piezoelectric actuators that requires charge control to avoid 
hysteresis and creep. However, the flexure structure in this FTS has a low resonant 
frequency which can cause resonance, and its low stiffness is liable to generate 
vibration in vertical direction. Both of these effects have an adverse impact on the 
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quality of machined surface. Buescher et al. [21] proposed a fast long range actuator 
(FLORA) as shown in Figure 2.7, which utilized an air-bearing slider and linear motors 
to increase the stroke length of up to 4 mm but at relatively low bandwidth of 20 Hz.  
 
Figure 2.7: Photographic view of FLORA [21] 
Hybrid method as illustrated in Figure 2.8 may also be employed to increase the 
stroke length of FTS. Liu et al. [22] has introduced a hybrid macro-and micro-range 
fast tool servo (FTS) system that enables diamond turning of optical free-form surfaces. 
The macro-range FTS is driven by a voice coil motor (VCM), and a PZT actuator is 
used to drive the micro-range FTS, both of which are guided by a flexure hinge. The 
output force of the VCM is enlarged by a lever. The macro-range FTS can be used to 
machine large asymmetrical surfaces, and the small asymmetrical surfaces are 




Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of the hybrid macro-and micro-range FTS [22] 
From the literature review, it can be concluded that long-stroke FTSs are usually 
actuated by piezoelectric and voice coil actuators. Piezoelectric FTSs are usually guided 
by flexure hinge structures which are more suitable for error compensation. However, 
piezoelectric FTSs often have a low resonance frequency because of the lever 
mechanism. The lever mechanisms also bring hysteresis and tracking error because of 
the lever bending. Voice coil FTSs may have longer strokes than piezoelectric ones but 
lower bandwidths than other FTSs. Hence, the stroke and the bandwidth are two 
separate performance parameters which cannot be optimized simultaneously for most 
cases.  
2.1.2 Slow Slide Servo (SSS) 
Slow slide servo (STS) diamond turning is engineered to address the travel 
limitation by the FTS system. STS diamond turning has made its debut appearance in 
2003 [23] and exhibited its distinguished performance to fabricate freeform surfaces, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.9, exceeding 1 mm sag height with excellent surface quality 
and accuracy. This marks the tipping point for the growing interest of this novel 
ultraprecision machining technique to fabricate freeform optical surfaces with larger 
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sag height. STS technology utilizes the existing diamond turning machine Z-slide for 
the tool motion by adopting linear motor to replace ball screws. This allows more 
flexibility in the motion of the slide without damaging the ball screw. It has advantages 
of fabricating parts with much larger deviation than the short-stroke FTS. By exploiting 
its advantages, several works [24-26] have been carried out for the feasibility study of 
STS diamond turning to fabricate freeform optical surfaces with high accuracy and 
surface quality.  
 
Figure 2.9: Cubic phase plate; (a) desired surface, (b) form accuracy of 0.263 m,  
(c) RMS surface finish < 5 nm [23] 
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To the best of the author knowledge, there are very few works reported on SSS 
technology and this makes it vulnerable to unforeseen barriers in the machining of 
freeform surfaces. However, there are some issues in this SSS process which have not 
been addressed. Firstly, SSS process always faces a problem of having high inertial 
forces due to heavy-weight linear axes, which slows movements of machining axes. 
This makes it is not suitable for machining freeform surfaces with higher frequency and 
this results in lowering cutting speeds which would degrade the surface quality. 
Secondly, SSS is also plagued by thermal drift during the extremely long fabrication 
time, similar to those traditional fabrication methods such as grinding, polishing, or 
flycutting.  
2.1.3 Other Multiple-Axis Ultraprecision Machining Techniques 
Figure 2.10 illustrates and classifies the complexity and scale of different machining 
processes for generating optical (micro-) structures with respect to their characteristic 
dimension [27]. Notwithstanding the fact that the multiple-axis ultraprecision 
machining techniques such as FTS, SSS, diamond milling, etc. have demonstrated their 
capabilities to fabricate hybrid freeform surfaces, they are still facing the difficulties to 
fabricate hybrid freeform surfaces with complex curvatures in a single setup. This is 
due to the increase of complexity associated with the loss of symmetry of the surface 
[28]. Hence, it is necessary to increase the number of machining axes for moving a 




Figure 2.10: Complexity and dimension of optical (micro-) structures [27] 
Recently, novel ultraprecision machining techniques have been developed to meet 
the increasing complexity for freeform surfaces in optical or mechanical applications. 
Multiple-axis microgrooving [29], as described in Figure 2.11, is one of the novel 
techniques exhibiting the capability to fabricate flat-ended freeform microgrooves. 
Another novel technique is diamond micro-chiseling [30], as shown in Figure 2.12, 
which has also demonstrated its capability to fabricate micro retro-reflectors and other 
micro-optical geometries. In the near future, more novel ultraprecision machining 
techniques would be begotten from the developments of ultraprecision machine 
systems offering a great opportunity to unlock the hidden potentials and challenges in 




Figure 2.11: Multiple-axis grooving technique [29]; (a) schematic setup  
and (b) cutting kinematics 
 
Figure 2.12: Diamond micro-chiseling technique [30]; (top) principle mechanism  




One of the potential multiple-axis techniques is an interesting freeform engraving 
technique known as Guilloche engraving [31]. Guilloche engraving utilizes a rose 
engine lathe [32] to engrave a repetitive architectural patterns of intersecting or 
overlapping spirals [33, 34] in a spirograph manner, as shown in Figure 2.13. 
Spirograph [35] is a geometric drawing toy that produces mathematical roulette curves 
of the variety technically known as hypotrochoids and epitrochoids. Notwithstanding 
the fact that the Guilloche technique has the capability to produce freeform patterns, it 
is still a tedious and time consuming hand-operated process. Thus, an automated 
technique is required to replace this hand-operated process. 
 
Figure 2.13: (a) Rose engine lathe [32] and (b) Guilloche patterns [33] 
2.2 State-of-Art CAD/CAM/CAE Technologies 
2.2.1 CAD/CAM Technology for Surface Generation 
It is easier to design the hybrid freeform surfaces for optical applications using 
computer-aided design (CAD) software (SolidWorks, etc) instead of traditional and 
tedious mathematical approaches. CAD software offers not only designing solutions 
but also simulation analysis solutions with an aid of computer-aided engineering (CAE) 
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technology [36]. These CAD models could be further utilized for post-processing into 
tool path by CAM software. However, there are common shortcomings for 
conventional CAM software solutions which make them unsuitable for generating tool 
path on freeform surfaces, which are of resolution ranges of 10 nm in the CAM systems 
and lack of post-processing system to support FTS/SSS processes [37]. This 10 nm 
resolution range not only is large as compared to ultraprecision applications (< 1 nm), 
but also often causes large shape deviations and poor surface roughness on the 
fabricated freeform surface. Hence, customized CAM software is deemed necessary for 
providing suitable post-processor with adequate accuracy in generating tool path for 
FTS/SSS diamond turning. 
Although there are available commercial software solutions such as DIFFSYS [38] 
and NanoCAM 2D/3D [39] for FTS/SSS diamond turning, they are still very costly and 
their methodologies for generating accurate surfaces with optimized process parameters 
are executed in the black box. Hence, there is still a room for improvement on the 
optimization of process parameters to achieve good surface quality and accuracy. 
Manufactures have been searching for solutions to sustain their competitive 
advantage in mass producing products at the shortest time to market and at a most 
economical cost. Hence, these drive the need for an alternative and economical 
option of generating accurate tool trajectory for FTS/SSS diamond turning and 
other multiple-axis machining processes. 
Fortunately, the resolution ranges found in most commercial CAD software 
solutions are generally finer than those in CAM systems. This advantage could be 
further exploited for generating tool trajectory on freeform surfaces by employing the 
Visual Basic application programming interface (API). This marks the tipping point for 
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growing attention on integration of API and CAD software for reverse engineering 
methodologies [40]. However, according to author’s knowledge, there is no 
implementation of API approach to generate accurate spiral tool trajectories for the FTS 
and SSS process. 
2.2.2 Surface Accuracy and Error Compensation Approaches 
The new era of ultraprecision machining technologies for freeform optics requires 
the advancement of design and testing for innovative optical function and improved 
optical performance [41]. Although a mirror surface is necessary for a good optical 
performance of freeform surfaces, the surface accuracy is a dominant factor for the 
overall optical performance. Figure 2.14 clearly explains that a freeform surface with 
good accuracy would guide the lights to the designed paths accurately. Otherwise, the 
lights would be diverted away from the designated paths. Hence, much research work 
has been conducted in the area of surface generation with ultraprecise surface accuracy 
for freeform optics. Over the past decades, much research has been conducted on the 
surface generation methods, machine dynamics, error analysis and methodologies for 
error compensation. 
 
Figure 2.14: Effect of surface accuracy on the optical performance 
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In the FTS / SSS processes, there are two different types of surface errors, namely 
cutting residual and cutting linearization errors. The cutting residual error, as described 
in Figure 2.15, is the formation of tool marks on the surface along the feed direction 
[42-46]. Kong et al. [43] and Yu et al. [44] have studied and successfully developed 
their models for predicting this residual error in the FTS/SSS processes. They also 
conclude that the residual error dominates the errors by the tool nose radius and feedrate, 
and is analogous to surface roughness. Thus, a proper selection of feedrate and tool 
nose radius should be developed for machining accurate freeform surfaces. 
 
Figure 2.15: Cutting residual error of a machined freeform surface; (a) Tool 
profiles on ideal surface, (b) resulted tool feed marks on machined surface, and 
(c) resulted cutting residual errors due to the errors from feed marks. 
In contrast, cutting linearization error, as illustrated in Figure 2.16 is the Peak-to-
Valley error (PVerr) between the ideal surface profile and the linear tool trajectory in 
the spiral cutting direction. This PVerr depends mainly on the cutting distance between 
the two corresponding points in the cutting direction. It has been reported that the best 
profile accuracy results can be achieved by the spline interpolation method in the 
DiffSys software [47, 48]. However, the details for selecting cutting parameters in the 




Figure 2.16: Cutting linearization error of a machined freeform surface  
Zhou et al. [49] have conducted a comparison studies on surface quality of 
machined surface based on constant-angle and constant arc-length methods, as 
illustrated in Figures 2.17 and 2.18, respectively. When the constant-angle method is 
employed, the surface quality of outer regions is reported to be worse than that of central 
regions due to arc-lengths between the corresponding points on outer regions are 
sparser than those on central regions. Whereas the constant arc-length method shares 
the same number of cutting points as constant-angle method, the machined surface error 




Figure 2.17: Tool trajectory by constant angle method [49] 
 
Figure 2.18: Tool trajectory by constant arc-length method [49] 
Liu et al. [50] explain that the selection of critical incremental arc-lengths plays an 
important role in achieving accurate ultraprecision freeform surfaces. Notwithstanding 
the fact that the constant arc-length method demonstrated its capability for better overall 
profile accuracy, only sinusoidal wave grid (SWG) profiles were served as case studies. 




2.3 Concluding Remarks 
From the literature review, it can be concluded there are four main loopholes which 
are necessary to be addressed for the seamless manufacturing of freeform surfaces with 
good quality and accuracy. They are highlighted as below: 
(i) Limitations of FTS and SSS processes 
The limited stroke length of fast tool servo (FTS) system is not suitable for 
machining freeform surfaces with larger sag heights. The stroke length has to be 
increased by employing either piezoelectric and/or voice coil actuators. Although 
piezoelectric FTSs are more suitable for error compensation, they often have a low 
resonance frequency because of the lever mechanism. This lever mechanism also brings 
hysteresis and tracking error from the lever bending. On the other hand, voice coil FTSs 
may have longer stroke than piezoelectric FTSs but they have lower bandwidth than 
other FTSs.  
Although the slow slide servo (SSS) process may have much longer stroke length 
than FTS process, the major limitation of SSS is having a low bandwidth system due to 
the heavily-weighted machine slides. This low bandwidth makes SSS process not 
suitable for machining freeform surfaces with higher frequency asymmetries. It also 
limits the cutting speed to low spindle speeds which would bring the possibility of 
degrading the surface finish. Furthermore, the low spindle speed may lead to thermal 
drifts as the fabrication time of the freeform surface increases.  
Both of the stroke and the bandwidth are two separate performance parameters 
which cannot be optimized simultaneously in most cases. Hence, a study for 
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optimization of FTS and SSS process is necessary to obtain both optimal stroke and 
bandwidth for the machining of hybrid freeform surfaces. 
(ii) Machining barriers in the machining of complex freeform surfaces  
Although FTS and SSS diamond turning can produce complex three dimensional 
structures, higher degrees of freeform optical surfaces such as Fresnel lens arrays are 
yet to be achieved in a single setup.  This is due to the increase of complexity 
associated with a loss of symmetry of the surface. Hence, it is necessary to increase 
the number of machining axes (degrees of freedom) for moving a diamond tool 
overcoming the loss of symmetries to produce a freeform surface. Few novel ultra-
precision diamond machining techniques have been begotten from the developments 
of ultraprecision machines to fulfil a great deal of demands for generating highly 
complex freeform optical surfaces.  
However, these machining techniques are suitable for only a handful of freeform 
surfaces and may require several setups which would lead to accumulation of setting 
errors resulting inaccurate ultraprecision freeform surfaces. Thus, a novel multiple-
axis ultraprecision machining technique is necessary to minimize the number of 
setups for producing accurate ultraprecision hybrid freeform surfaces. 
(iii) Cutting linearization errors 
Cutting linearization error is the profile error (PVerr) between the ideal surface 
profile and the linear tool trajectory in the spiral cutting direction. This inherited error 
should not be ignored as it would sequentially accumulate those errors from the 
machine dynamics, etc., resulting larger errors or poorer profile accuracy. Cutting 
linearization error usually depends on the machinist’s skills and experience, and it often 
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analyzes during post-machining stages. Hence, it is not reliable to depend on highly 
skill labour and not cost effective to analyze in post-machining stages. Therefore, it is 
necessary to develop a model to analyze the cutting linearization error for generating 
accurate ultraprecision freeform surfaces in the FTS and SSS processes. 
(iv) Comprehensive CAD/CAM system for machining of hybrid freeform surfaces 
Most of commercial CAM software solutions (SolidCAM, Unigraphics and etc) are 
presently unable to support fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond turning of 
freeform surface due to the difference in the coordinating systems. Hence, a special 
CAM post-processor is required to generate the spiral tool trajectory in the FTS/SSS 
diamond turning. However, these special CAM software solutions are very expensive. 
Manufactures have been searching for solutions to sustain their competitive advantage 
in mass producing products at the shortest time to market and at a most economical 
cost. Hence, these drive the needs for an alternative and economical option of 




Chapter 3: Initial Development of CAD/CAM Technologies 
   
This chapter presents an initial development of CAD/CAM technologies with an 
integration of Visual Basic application programming interface (API) into the 
SolidWorks software to generate tool paths for diamond turning of hybrid freeform 
surfaces.  
Hybrid freeform optical surfaces can be easily designed and modeled using an 
application of computer-aided design (CAD) software (SolidWorks, etc.) instead of 
traditional and tedious mathematical approaches. CAD software solution is also able to 
simulate the analytical solutions for both imaging and non-imaging systems [36]. These 
CAD models could be further utilized for post-processing into a tool path by the CAM 
software. However, there are common shortcomings of conventional CAM software 
solutions which make them unsuitable for generating tool path on freeform surfaces, 
which have decimal places below 10 nm in the CAM systems and lack of post-
processing system to support FTS/SSS processes [37]. Tool path with fewer decimal 
places causes poor shape deviations and surface roughness on the fabricated freeform 
surface. Thus, customized CAM software is a necessity tool to provide a suitable post-
processor generating accurate tool path of FTS/SSS diamond turning.  
Although there are available commercial software solutions such as DIFFSYS [38] 
and NanoCAM 2D/3D [39] for FTS/SSS diamond turning, they are very costly. As 
there is a great intense competition in the market, manufacturers have been searching 
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for solutions to sustain their competitive advantage in mass producing products at 
the shortest time to market and at a more economical cost. Hence, these drives the 
needs for an alternative and economical option of generating accurate tool 
trajectories for FTS/SSS diamond turning of freeform surfaces. 
Fortunately, the resolution ranges found in most commercial CAD software 
solutions are finer than those in CAM systems. This advantage could be further 
exploited for generating a tool trajectory on freeform surfaces by employing the 
application of Visual Basic application programming interface (API). This built-in API 
environment has already been found in most commercial CAD software solutions and 
allows integrating predefined native geometrical entities and operations with any user-
defined computational algorithm. This marks the tipping point of growing attention on 
the integration of API into the CAD software for reverse engineering methodologies 
[40]. Thus, it also offers an attractive solution for generating accurate tool path on 
freeform surfaces other than CAM systems. In this proposed methodology, the spiral 
tool trajectory can be generated directly from the CAD models of freeform surface 
without utilizing any expensive CAM software. 
3.1 CAD/CAM For Multiple-Axis Ultraprecision Machining Processes 
3.1.1 Non-Uniform Rational B-spline Freeform Surfaces 
Freeform surfaces are generated either based on the derived equations or CAD. 
Traditionally, the faceted surfaces with sharp edges and free-forms are defined by the 
means of section-functional methods. This traditional definition not only unable to be 
analytically closed, but is also difficult to solve numerically [41]. Non-uniform rational 
B-splines (NURBS) allow a much more elegant and flexible definition of surfaces, 
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providing an implicit method of function switching capable of both realizing sharp 
edges and continuous transitions. Thus, NURBS are a class of splines having ideal 
characteristics for the specification of machine tool paths. A NURBS based surface 
S(u,v) is described in Equation (3.1) and its rational basis functions, as in Equation 3.2, 
are weighted pth and qth degree B-Spline basis functions Ni,p with the parameters u and 
v. 
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The knot vector Ni,p determines the activation control points on the NURBS surface 
while the order of a NURBS surface determines a number of control points influencing 
any given point on the surface. It is common knowledge that the conventional machine 
tool system cannot demystify directly from this description of a freeform surface. 
Therefore, it is deemed necessary to pre-process the surface data into tool trajectory 
with point clouds. In the fast tool/slow slide servo diamond turning, the point clouds 
are given in a spiral point Pi,j in the XY-plane. For the tool path generation the z-
component and the normal vector for every point Pi,j have to be determined for the 
surface.  
However, it would be tedious and time consuming process to calculate the 
intersection point between the line from Point P and the surface S(u,v) and the normal 
vector of the surface. Thanks to the latest developments in the CAD system, the 
intersection points and the normal vectors could be extracted directly from the NURBS 
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surface data without tedious computations. The details for extracting these intersection 
points and normal vectors in the CAD system are discussed in the Section 3.2. 
3.1.2 CAD/CAM Interpolator For FTS / SSS Diamond Turning 
Fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond turning, as shown in previous chapter, 
Figure 2.1(a), is often employed for machining a freeform surface with a high degree 
of complexity. FTS diamond turning integrates a high bandwidth servo unit in an 
additional W-axis (or superimposed Z-axis) with the existing three axes (X, Z and C-
axis) in ultraprecision turning machine. SSS diamond turning is similar to the FTS 
technique except that it employs an existing Z-axis of the machine to oscillate the tool 
at lower bandwidth due to its inertia.  
In the process of surface generation, the tool trajectory evolves as an Archimedes 
spiral which usually proceeds from outer radius to the center of workpiece. Since the 
spiral tool trajectory begins at the outer radius r, the radial position of the tool 
undoubtedly decreases as tool feeds towards the center. According to Weisstein [51], 
the radial position  of the tool is given by: 
 rfr   (3.1) 
trtr Nffr π2   (3.2) 
 rt frN π2/  (3.3) 
where fr is the radial feed per radian,  is the rotational angle of the machine spindle, t 
and Nt are the total angular and the total number of spiral rotations to reach the center 
from the outer radius, respectively. Hence, the spiral point P of the tool trajectory in 
Figure 3.1 is represented by polar coordinates as: 
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   sinsin rfrx   (3.4) 
   coscos rfry   (3.5) 
   yxffWz ,,or     (3.6) 
where P contains the coordinates of x, y and z or W, and both z and W axes are the 
normal heights for the SSS and FTS processes, respectively, from the XY-plane to the 
intersection point on the surface. This spiral tool trajectory algorithm shall be 
implemented into the API methodology for computation calculation and its details are 
also discussed in the later sections. 
 
Figure 3.1: Archimedes spiral tool trajectory in FTS/SSS diamond turning 
A common method for generating tool trajectory control points is constant-equal 
method, as explained in Figure 3.2, and the value of constant angle positioning per 




Nθ 360=  (3.7) 
where Np is the number of control points per revolution.  
 
Figure 3.2: Constant-angle method of controlling tool trajectory 
There is an important factor to be considered for a good tool trajectory control, 
which is notwithstanding of constant angular positioning the arc length S between two 
corresponding points becomes sparser as the radial position gets longer. The machined 
surface quality of the outer portion of the workpiece would be worse than that of the 
inner portion of the workpiece. Hence, Np has to increase to reduce S spacing giving 
a better surface quality at outer portion.  
However, the number of control points is contrastively restricted by close-looped 
bandwidth of FTS/SSS system [52]. Large Np also reduces the rotational spindle speed 
and may face difficulty in cutting ductile metals which required high cutting speed. 
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Hence, it is necessary to select the appropriate sampling number for good tool trajectory 
control and surface quality. 
3.2 API Methodology For CAD/CAM Software Development 
SolidWorks is a one of the widely used commercial software solutions bundled with 
several packages including application programming interface (API) for designing 
freeform surfaces. In this study, a SolidWorks-API package has been developed to 
generate spiral tool trajectories for the FTS/SSS diamond turning process. This 
developed package allows the users to input the necessary cutting parameters, namely 
spindle speed, feedrate, depth of cuts, tool nose radius, etc., for post-processing a 
freeform surface into tool trajectory points which are executed into NC codes. 
This post-processing process, which is known as tool-interpolator, works in the 
developed API environment where the standard utilities, functions and user-defined 
algorithms are executed. The developed API allows the implementation of any user-
defined algorithm to perform accurate computation by integrating predefined native 
geometrical entities and operations with a powerful Mathematical Utility, as explained 
by Gattamelate et al. [40]. This mathematical utility feature allows easily performing 
basic and advanced point, vector and matrix operations.  
Figure 3.3 describes three groups of objects which can be manipulated with API in 
SolidWorks, namely native geometrical, native mathematical and user defined entities. 
The native geometrical entities include the sketch entities (point, line, circle, spline, etc.) 
and their constraints, the features (extrusion, revolution, loft, etc.) and the assembly 
management (mating, inserting, moving, etc.). The mathematical native entities such as 
points, vectors and transformations are manipulated for projecting from model space to 
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sketch space and vice versa, performing basic operation on vectors, etc. It is also 
recommended that a direct accessing into internal database of entities to execute 
commands and interlace model entities with math and user-defined entities [35]. This 
would give an optimized handling for extremely large amount of data points. 
 
Figure 3.3: SolidWorks API entity scheme 
In this study, the process flow, as illustrated in Figure 3.4, has been developed and 
implemented to determine the z-values of the spiral intersection points on the NURBS 
surface.  
 
Figure 3.4: Process flow for computing z-value of intersection point 
on NURBS surface 
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Firstly, the mathematical utility performs point operations to create points and 
vectors in the CAD database with respect to the spiral points P by using the existing 
built-in API functions, namely ‘CreatePoint’ and ‘CreateVector’, as demonstrated in 
Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5: Mathematical utility in API; (a) CreatePoint  
and (b) CreateVector functions 
However, a NURBS surface in a CAD model is usually associated with the multiple 
faces, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, which are necessary to be geometrically defined by 
using built-in geometrical entity API function ‘GetFaces’. This ‘GetFaces’ function 
identifies those faces associated to a NURBS surface. These identified faces are 




Figure 3.6: Multiple faces in a desired surface were identified  
by using GetFaces function 
The evaluated normal vector intersects onto a selected face of NURBS surface by 
employing a geometrical entity function ‘GetProjectedPointOn’. However, these faces 
are randomly selected and may not have a resulted projected point on a randomly 
selected face. Hence, it is necessary to perform iteration to select the next ‘face’ until a 
resulted projected point is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.7. This iteration process is to 





Figure 3.7: Defining an intersection point on the NURBS surface  
using ‘GetProjectedPointOn’ function 
Finally, the resulted projected point is also known as one of the point clouds on 
NURBS surface, which can be further processed into a spiral tool trajectory control 
point with a tool nose radius compensation methodology. Then, this compensated tool 
trajectory point shall be exported to a NC file for machining processes. This cycle shall 
be repeated to generate every spiral point cloud on the NURBS surface until it reaches 
at the end of the spiral trajectory.  
It is a common knowledge that the effect of tool nose radius on machined surface 
accuracy cannot be ignored. Hence, it is deemed necessary to compensate for the tool 
nose radius effect on the generation of tool trajectory control points. If the tool 
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trajectory is generated without the tool nose radius compensation, the surface profile 
would suffer the adverse effect of overcutting problem [53].  
Traditionally, the surface normal N(u,v) of a NURBS surface has to be defined 
numerically by means of a series of calculations [54, 55], as described in Figure 3.8. A 
surface normal is essential to compute the tool nose radius compensation for the 
generation of the tool trajectory to prevent the overcuts.  
 
Figure 3.8: Traditional computations of surface normal; (a) definition [54], 
and (b) tool nose radius compensation [55] 
Fortunately, this tedious computation could be eliminated with an aid of a modelling 
utility “offset surface”. This utility offsets a surface feature by amount of offset value 
equivalent to tool nose radius TR in the normal direction of the NURBS surface, as 
shown in Figure 3.9. Therefore, the projected points S(u,v)offset on the offset surface 




Figure 3.9: Tool nose radius compensation can be simplified by offsetting 
 a NURBS surface with modelling utility, “offset surface” 
3.3 Experimental validation 
The proposed methodologies were implemented into the SolidWorks CAD system 
by using its Visual Basic 6.0 API environment to verify their capabilities to generate 
accurate spiral tool trajectories. In the experiments, the slow slide servo (SSS) diamond 
turning technique is being employed with Mikrotools ultraprecision lathe UPL-420, as 
shown in Figure 3.10, to fabricate a multiple-compound eye surface, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.11. The parameters, as described in Table 3.1, are also selected for the cutting 
conditions in the experiments, which are also been employed as the inputs for the 





Figure 3.10: Photographic image for miniature ultraprecision lathe UPL-420 
 
Figure 3.11: CAD model of multiple compound eye Design-A, (a) 3D view,  
(b) top view, and (c) slanted half-section view 
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Table 3.1: Cutting Conditions for fabrication multiple compound eye Design-A 
Feedrate 0.005 mm/rev 
Spindle Speed 25 rev/min 
 (Np) 1.0 (360 points per revolution) 
Depth of Cut 1~5 m (Finish); 10 m (Rough) 
Workpiece Brass 
Radius 3.5 mm 
Tool  Mono-Crystal Diamond 
TR = 0.2 mm 
Figure 3.12 displays a successful surface generation of spiral tool trajectories for 
the FTS/SSS process based on the cutting parameters as in Table 3.1, which were 
mapped onto the surface of the CAD model with the implementation of the proposed 
methodologies in the developed SolidWorks-API user-interface, as illustrated in Figure 
3.13. The details of the applications and the outputs by the developed SolidWorks-API 





Figure 3.12: A successful generation of spiral tool trajectories for 
FTS/SSS diamond turning process, which are mapped onto the surface 
of the CAD model. (Note: The number of spiral trajectory points had 
been reduced for a better clarity.) 
 
Figure 3.13: A screenshot image for the user-interface in the 
developed SolidWorks-API CAD/CAM system 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 
In the present study, the initial development of CAD/CAM tool interpolator for fast 
tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond turning of hybrid freeform surface shows that 
expensive customized CAM system is no longer necessity tool for the tool path 
generation of freeform surfaces. From the results, it concludes that: 
i. The integration of application programming interface (API) into the 
SolidWorks environment has been validated with the successful machining of 
hybrid freeform surface (multiple-compound eye). 
ii. The proposed methodologies only use the given properties and information 
provided by the surfaces in CAD model directly. This eases the needs for 
tedious and time consuming process to calculate numerically for both of the 
intersection point between the normal vector from Point P and the surface S(u,v). 
However, there are few areas which are required to be addressed for improvements. 
They are as follows: 
i. The cutting speed in the SSS process was too slow which degraded the surface 
finishing. Hence, a hybrid FTS/SSS process has been developed to address this 
cutting speed issue and the details are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Development of Hybrid FTS/SSS Diamond 
Turning 
   
This chapter presents a hybrid fast tool and slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond 
turning method with layered tool trajectories to address the limited stroke length 
without modifying an existing FTS system and low bandwidth in SSS system.  
Generally, a hybrid freeform surface has a large sag height and may have several 
freeform surfaces. Thus, it is necessary for an ultraprecision machine to have large 
working depth (Z-axis) and high bandwidth system to machine the hybrid freeform 
surface. In general, the FTS technology equipped with a high bandwidth system has 
shorter working depths. On the other hand, SSS technology has larger working depths 
and has lower bandwidth system, resulting in slower spindle speeds which may degrade 
the machined surface quality. The working depth and the bandwidth are two separate 
performance parameters which cannot be optimized simultaneously. Hence, one way to 
overcome this problem is to modify or upgrade the FTS system with larger working 
depth. Achieving larger working depths may take a lot of efforts analyzing the existing 
FTS system and modifying it to fulfill the surface height requirement. 
According to the authors’ knowledge, there is no literature study on the diamond 
machining of freeform surfaces whose heights are larger than the stroke length of FTS. 
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Hence, this is the first work to study on the layered tool path generation to machine 
hybrid freeform surfaces using a hybrid FTS/SSS diamond turning. 
4.1 Principle of Layered Tool Trajectory 
Conventional FTS diamond turning as shown in Figure 4.1 utilized three controlled 
axes namely X, C and W axes. X-axis is the radial movement which controls the feed 
towards the spindle center and is also perpendicular to spindle axis (Z-axis). C-axis is 
spindle rotational direction about the Z-axis. W-axis is the FTS stroke which controls 
the feed direction into the workpiece surface and is parallel to Z-axis. The proposed 
layered tool trajectory method is incorporating an additional fourth working axis (Z-
axis) in the SSS system. 
 
Figure 4.1:  Schematic diagram of a hybrid FTS/SSS turning machine 
This fourth or Z-axis plays a critical role for extending the stroke length of FTS in 
this proposed method, as described in the Figure 4.2. During the FTS diamond turning, 
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a stepper motor controller stops C-axis motion (spindle) at a position where the FTS 
tool reaches its upper limit of maximum stroke zone (ii). Then, the Z-axis motor 
controller retracts the workpiece surface to the lower limit of maximum stroke zone of 
FTS, Wmax. After the Z-axis is retracted, the FTS retracts its tool to the lower limit of its 
stroke zone (ii*) and continues machining in the feed direction (iii).  
 
Figure 4.2:  Schematic diagram of layered tool trajectory 
This cycle shall be repeated until the whole process completes the machining of the 
desired surface profile and FTS tool reaches the end of spiral tool trajectory. Therefore, 
the stroke of FTS for tool trajectory in the Eq. (3.6) shall be rewritten as:  
  ,, max iW f=Wi    i = 0, 1, 2… (4.1) 
where Wmax is the maximum stroke length of FTS or maximum stroke zone and i is i
th 
Z-axis retraction during layered tool trajectory.  
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Figure 4.3 shows an illustration for the formation of layered tool trajectory in the 
proposed methodology. It can be been observed that the SSS system would retract the 
spindle/workpiece to the lower limit of FTSmax stroke zone whenever the FTS tool 
reaches the upper limit of FTSmax stroke zone. Hence, the original tool trajectory is 
being modified into a layered tool trajectory with a series of Z-axis retractions. 
 
Figure 4.3:  Tool trajectory with Z-axis retraction, (a) Series of Z-axis retractions  
and (b) formation of layered tool trajectory 
4.2 Layered Tool Trajectory Control 
The process flowchart for the generation of tool trajectory control points in the 




Figure 4.4:  Process flowchart for generating layered tool trajectory 
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Firstly, the common method for generating tool trajectory control points is by 
constant-angle method, where these control points are generated at regular angular 





 where Np is the number of sampling points per revolution (4.2) 
It is known that large sampling number gives a better surface form accuracy. However, 
the maximum frequency of generated tool trajectory must not be greater than the close-
looped bandwidth of FTS system [52]. Large sampling number also reduces the 
rotational spindle speed which may lead to difficulty in cutting several materials 
especially ductile metals which require high cutting speed. Hence, it is necessary to 
select appropriate sampling number for good tool trajectory control.  
Secondly, the effect of tool nose radius on machined surface quality cannot be 
ignored. Therefore, in order to achieve a correct surface profile, it is deemed necessary 
to consider the tool nose radius compensation for generating tool trajectory control 
points. If the tool trajectory is generated without the tool nose radius compensation, the 
surface profile would suffer the adverse effect of overcutting problem [53]. As shown 













where  is surface slope at the cutting point (tool tip) and rt is the tool nose radius of 








Figure 4.5:  Tool trajectory along the surface profile with tool nose radius [53] 
In this proposed methodology, there are two other considerations to take note for a 
good layered tool trajectory control, namely (a) the transition point Pi where the Z-axis 
controller retracts the workpiece and the FTS re-extends its tool, and (b) the amount of 
Z-axis retraction. If this transition point, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, is poorly assigned, 
an overcutting problem would occur on the machined surface due to dynamic response 
of C-axis motion. 
 
Figure 4.6:  Exit and re-entry points on upper limit of FTS stroke zone,  
(a) 3D projection and (b) cross-sectional projection at Wmax 
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Thus, it is desired to avoid unnecessary overcuts in every layered tool trajectory by 
controlling all exit/re-entry points of FTS tool to allow sufficient dynamic response 
recovery in the C-axis motion during the z-retraction motion. This can be done using a 
forward-tracking approach, as described in Figure 4.7, and to detect any overcut which 
may occur during the dynamic response recovery of C-axis motion at the point Pi. There 
will be no detection of overcutting, if: 




where j is the forward-tracking position to detect for any overcut and f is the clearance 
angle for sufficient dynamic response recovery of C-axis motion. When there is no 
detection of overcut, the point Pi
* with free of overcuts is the point Pi. Otherwise, the 
backtracking approach has to be implemented to move to the previous spiral point Pi-k 
(where k = 1, 2 …) and repeat the forward-tracking process, as in Equation (4.5). This 
back-tracking process shall be repeated until Pi
* has been defined. 
 
Figure 4.7:  Forward- and back-tracking approaches for the detection of overcuts 
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The undercutting issue would occur at negative region in Z-axis as shown in Figure 
4.8(a) due to over-retraction in the SSS system. These undercuts can be avoided with 
an appropriate amount of retraction, as illustrated in Figure 4.8(b). Hence, the amount 
of Z-axis retraction shall be pre-defined to avoid the undercutting issue. 
 
Figure 4.8:  Effect of Z-axis retraction, (a) over-retraction, and (b) correct retraction 
The amount of Z-axis retraction Zri can be found by determining the maximum Z-axis 
boundary Zbmax within a circumscribed radius (Pi*) associated to exit/re-entry point 
(Pi
*) as shown in Figure 4.9 and are described as: 
   θ,minarg **)( iPi PfZ   , for   [0, 360] in uniform step of   
*)(
*
max Pii ZZZb   
max
* ZbZZr ii   (4.6) 
where Zi
* is the z-coordinate for point Pi
* and *)( iPZ  is the minimum value for 
intersection point of surface and cylindrical region within a circumscribed radius (Pi*). 




   ii ZrfW ,* ,  where 0 < Zri < Zi* (4.7) 
 
Figure 4.9:  Schematic diagram for determining Z-retraction 
Lastly, the layered tool trajectory is generated with the defined points Pi
* and is 
exported to a NC file for the machining of hybrid freeform surface using the hybrid 
FTS/SSS process. 
4.3 Experimental validations 
Several experiments were conducted to study the feasibility of the proposed layer 
tool trajectory method for the fabrication of a single hexagonal micro prism, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.10. The w-value for the tool trajectory with respect to cutting 
point (xi, yi) can be described as: 
𝑤𝑖 = {





    , if 𝜌𝑖 cos |𝛾𝑖 −
𝜃𝑐
2








𝛾𝑖 = 𝑀𝑂𝐷 [|atan2 (
𝑦𝑖
𝑥𝑖
)| , 𝜃𝑐]    
𝜃𝑐 = 2𝜋/𝑁𝑠 (4.8) 
where ht, rhex and c are the vortex height, circumscribed radius and central angle of 
hexagonal micro-prism, respectively, Ns is the number of sides in a regular hexagonal, 
i is the angle between rhex and i, and atan2 is the four-quadrant inverse-tangent 
function which returns the results in a range (-, ). Table 4.1 shows the cutting 
parameters which are selected for fabricating a single hexagonal micro-prism.  
 
Figure 4.10:  Schematic diagram for calculation of w-values in the micro prism 
Table 4.1: Fabrication parameters for hexagonal micro-prism 
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Machining conditions Feedrate: 1 m/rev 
Spindle speed: 50 rpm 
Sampling number, Np: 360 
Wmax: 5 m 
Cutting Tool SCD with 0.2 mm tool nose radius 
Workpiece Brass, Ø6 mm 
Hexagonal micro-prism Cyclic hexagonal base with 
circumscribed radius rhex of 0.25 mm 
Vortex height, ht 25.75 m 
Figure 4.11 shows the simulation of layered tool trajectory for machining micro 
prism and a photographic view of machined micro prism. The machined hexagonal 
micro-prism is found to have a slight profile distortion. This was due to an error of tool 
de-centering which was about Ø5 µm.  
 
Figure 4.11:   (a) Simulated layered tool trajectory for hexagonal micro prism  
and (b) Fabricated hexagonal micro prism 
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The height and surface roughness of hexagonal micro prism were measured using 
a white light interferometer. From Figure 4.12, the measured result for the vortex height 
was 25.09 µm and an error of 0.66 µm (4.56%) was calculated as compared to the 
designed height of 25.75 µm. This result was lesser than 1.0 µm which could further 
validate the creditability of proposed layered tool trajectory. 
 
Figure 4.12:  Overall height measurement of fabricated micro prism 
On the other hand, only a single facet of hexagonal micro prism is selected for its 
surface roughness measurement. It is difficult to accurately tilt every facet for the 
surface roughness measurements. With the constant feedrate throughout the cutting 
process, it could be assumed that the surface roughness for every facet was almost 
constant. Hence, only one of six facets from the machined hexagonal micro prism was 
selected for its surface roughness measurement in this study. Figure 4.13 shows that the 
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measured average surface roughness (Ra) was about 195 nm which could be relatively 
high for diamond turning application. This high surface roughness could be due poor 
selection of sampling points for tool trajectory control, as explained in the previous 
Section 4.2. On top of that, the error in the vortex height and relatively high surface 
roughness were also most likely caused by the dynamic response of Z-axis motion. This 
dynamic response would lead to positioning error for each Z-axis retraction and cause 
Pi
* points to overlap one another.  
 
Figure 4.13:  Surface roughness measurement on a single face  
of fabricated micro prism 
Lastly, the proposed layered tool trajectory method for the hybrid FTS/SSS 
diamond turning has successfully exhibited the extension of effective FTS stroke length 
to 25.75 µm which is about five folds of its maximum stroke length (5 µm), without 




4.4 Concluding remarks 
Long-stroke fast tool servo (FTS) or slow slide servo (SSS) systems may be one of 
the possible ways to replace any existing FTS system with shorter stroke length in order 
to fulfill greater surface height requirements. In this study, a hybrid (FTS/SSS) method 
has been developed to increase the stroke length without modifying an existing FTS 
system and the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) The implementation of the layered tool trajectory methodology has 
demonstrated the feasibility study of fabricating a hexagonal micro prism with 
hybrid FTS/SSS diamond turning. 
(ii) The height of fabricated micro prism has an error of 0.65 m as compared to 
designed height requirement, which also fulfils the profile accuracy 
requirement of 1.0 µm. 
(iii) The proposed methodology has successfully extended an effective stroke 
length of existing FTS system to about five folds of its maximum possible 
stroke length. 
However, there are few areas which are required to be address for improvements. 
They are as follows: 
(i) It is difficult to fabricate an offset micro prism (more complex hybrid freeform 
surface). This is due to the loss of symmetry in the complex hybrid freeform 
surface. Hence a novel surface generation study has to be done by 
incorporating more machining axes to overcome the loss of symmetry. The 




(ii) Achieved average surface roughness (Ra) is about 195 nm which is relatively 
high for diamond turning application. This is most likely due to the large 
cutting linearization errors resulted from the poor selection of sampling points 
per revolution, Np, as in Eq. (4.2). Thus, a surface analytical model is 
necessary to be derived for optimizing this cutting linearization error. The 
developed surface analytical model is explained in details in Chapter 6 of this 
dissertation. 
(iii) Assignments for W- and Z-axes in the layered tool trajectory methodology are 
only designed for micro prism but not for any freeform feature. Hence, a 
proper segregation technique for any freeform feature has to be established so 
that the fabrication of such freeform surfaces can be executed by using hybrid 





Chapter 5: Novel Surface Generation of Complex Hybrid 
Freeform Surfaces 
   
This chapter presents a novel surface generation technique with multiple machining 
axes to address the loss of symmetrical axes in the machining of complex hybrid 
freeform surfaces. An automated Guilloche machining technique (AGMT) has been 
developed in the multiple-axis diamond turning machine to address the loss of 
symmetry. Fresnel lens array is one of these complex hybrid freeform surfaces, which 
consists of several elements of Fresnel lenses arranged in a rectangular or hexagonal 
layout. In general such array of Fresnel lenses is manufactured individually and 
assembled. This leads to a loss of accuracy in assembly process and unnecessary parting 
lines between the Fresnel elements. This would affect the overall performance of 
Fresnel lens arrays. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the multiple-axis ultraprecision machining techniques 
such as fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS), diamond milling, etc. have demonstrated 
their capabilities to fabricate hybrid freeform surfaces, they are still unable to fabricate 
the Fresnel lens array without having separate sections assembled as a single master 
mold. This is due to the increase of complexity associated with a loss of symmetry of 
the surface [28]. Hence, it is necessary to increase the number of machining axes for 
moving a diamond tool to produce a freeform surface. 
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The proposed novel surface generation employs four machining axes and moves a 
diamond tool similar to a Guilloche machine. Guilloche machine is an old machine tool 
technique which is entirely hand-operated for engraving Guilloche patterns in luxury 
watches and jewelleries, and security features in passports, credit cards, etc. [58, 59]. 
Section 5.1 presents the novel surface generation for AGMT in machining of Fresnel 
lens array. Following by, Section 5.2 discusses two analytical approaches to evaluate 
the critical machining parameters for fabricating accurately machined Fresnel lens 
arrays. In additions, these two approaches were further validated experimentally for 
their creditability. Section 5.3 presents the concluding remarks which summarize the 
results from this study. 
5.1 Novel Surface Generation for Automated Guilloche Machining Technique  
The proposed novel surface generation for automated Guilloche machining 
technique (AGMT) employs three translation motions (x, y and z-axes) and one 
rotational motion (c-axis). In contrast to conventional ultraprecision machining 
techniques, a diamond tool tip is considered as a fixed point on a big circle with radius 
rc which is moving in a circular motion using x- and y- machine axes. The resulted 
cutting action from this circular motion takes place around a small circle at a radius  
(as illustrated in Figure 5.1), and it is analogous to a Guilloche machine. At the same 
time, the workpiece or machine spindle rotates in the same rotational direction 
(clockwise) of Guilloche tool trajectory. This Guilloche tool trajectory permits the tool 
to cut the workpiece in a direction tangentially to that small circle, which is analogous 
to a conventional facing operation. Therefore, the cutting chips always flow towards 




Figure 5.1: (a) Novel surface generation generates a tool trajectory in a 
circular trajectory (big circle with radius rc) at an offset distance (), 
rolling inside a small circle (with radius ). This is further explained with 
a machining simulation of an offset groove in one rotation in (b). 
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The cutting trajectory (cutting direction) generated for each circular Fresnel lens is 
in the form of an Archimedes spiral (Figure 5.2) which usually starts from outermost 
radius to the centre of Fresnel lens. The radial position  decreases as the tool feeds 
towards to the centre. As explained in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, the Archimedes 
spiral cutting trajectory is also applied to fast tool/slow slide servo diamond turning 
processes and represented by polar coordinate system as: 
iii tCx sin  (5.1) 
iii tCy cos  (5.2) 
 
pi Nit /2  , for ),0( tNi  (5.3) 
where Cxi and Cyi are the coordinates of the cutting point Pi,  and t is the radial and 
rotational positions for the workpiece or spindle, respectively, i is the ith angular 
position and Np is the number of angular divisions per revolution. 
 
Figure 5.2: Calculation of Archimedes spiral tool trajectory  
in a Fresnel lens 
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On the other hand, the Guilloche tool trajectory behaves differently as compared to 
the cutting trajectory. Although the tool moves in a similar circular trajectory, as shown 
in Figure 5.3, the Guilloche tool trajectory is much bigger than the cutting trajectory.  
In this chapter, a new methodology has been proposed and employed to generate 
the Guilloche tool trajectory and translating those cutting points in the cutting direction 
into the tool control point Pi+1. Firstly, a cutting point Pi+1 is represented by: 
 11111 ,,,   iiiii θzyxP  (5.4) 
where θi+1 is the angular position of circular Fresnel lens or spindle rotation, and xi+1 
and yi+1 are the translations of Eqns. (5.1) and (5.2) with i and rc and are explained as: 
ii tθ  01  (5.5) 
11 in   ici srXc   (5.6) 
11  cos   ici rYc   (5.7) 
11111 in   iiciii srXcx   (5.8) 
111  cos   icii rYcy   (5.9) 
where Xc and Yc are the centre coordinates for an arc of the Fresnel lens and rc is the 




Figure 5.3: Calculation of tool control points in the AGMT  
for an offset Fresnel lens 
5.2 Experimental Validations 
In this study, the novel surface generation for automated Guilloche machining 
technique was validated with the machining of a 3x3 rectangular array of circular 
Fresnel lenses, as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The surface generation for the Guilloche tool 
trajectory was conducted by implementing the above methodologies into the developed 
SolidWorks-API, as discussed previously in Chapter 3. Figure 5.5 shows that the 
cutting points were successfully mapped onto the surface of Fresnel lenses. The critical 
machining parameters for the generated cutting points have to be pre-evaluated before 
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these cutting points are further post-processed into NC-codes. The details of evaluating 
the critical machining parameters are discussed in next sections. 
 
Figure 5.4: A CAD model for Fresnel lens array; (a) in rectangular layout,  
(b) half-sectional view 
 
Figure 5.5: Successful mapping of spiral points using the developed SolidWorks-API 
system; (a) on central Fresnel lens, and (b) on an offset Fresnel lens 
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5.2.1 Evaluation of Critical Machining Parameters 
Today, there is a great deal of demand for ultraprecision freeform surfaces that 
drives in search of a long-standing solution to fabricate freeform surfaces precisely and 
efficiently. Generating tool paths for such surfaces are difficult. Hence, a tool path 
generation technique is required for optimizing the profile accuracies with the 
implementation of different approaches. In this study, there are two approaches, namely 
cutting residual error and Sagitta error analyses, which are to be implemented for 
achieving good surface accuracy. 
5.2.1.1 Cutting Residual Error Analysis for Evaluating Critical Feed Δcr 
It is commonly understood that there is a formation of tool marks on the machined 
surface along the feed direction as explained in Figure 5.6, which is known as the 
cutting residual error E. This residual error is usually dominated by the tool nose radius 
rt and feedrate Δ. Thus, a proper selection of feedrate should be done for obtaining 
accurate surfaces since the tool nose radius remains unchanged in this study. E is the 
cusp height between two corresponding tool nose profiles and can be defined as: 













1 sin , where tlens rrr   





























 darE lens   (5.19) 
where  is the angular position of tool profiles with respect to the centre of lens 
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curvature at point O,  is the angle between two tool profiles, r is the radii difference 
between the lens curvature rlens and tool nose radius rt, a is the apothem of the triangle 
AOB, d is the distance AB, and d is the Euclidean distance from the mid-point of AB 
to the tip of cusp. 
 
Figure 5.6: Cutting residual error analysis of the lens curvature 
 along the feed direction 
Table 5.1 describes a list of lens curvatures for each Fresnel zone. Figure 5.7 
exhibits the evaluated results of E for the different cutting feedrates with a 10 m tool 
nose radius. It can be seen that the selection of feedrate should be lesser than the critical 
feedrate of 0.001 mm/rev for meeting the profile accuracy requirement PVtol of 0.1 m. 
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Table 5.1: List of lens curvatures in each Fresnel zone 
Parameters Zones 1-6 Zone 7 Zone 8 
rlens (mm) 50.0 0.05 0.15 
 
Figure 5.7: Simulated radial residual errors for different Fresnel zones. The 
results show that the selection of feedrate should be lesser than the critical 
feedrate, 0.001 mm/rev, for a 10 m tool nose radius in order to achieve the 




5.2.1.2 Sagitta Error Analysis for Evaluating Critical Angular Pitch Δtcr 
Generally, the generated Guilloche tool trajectory has several linear segments and 
the resulted Sagitta errors herr are the difference between the ideal and the actual 
machined profiles. Hence, the second approach Sagitta error analysis, as shown in 
Figure 5.8, is derived to minimize this Sagitta error and optimize the critical angular 






























t  (5.20) 
where htol is the Sagitta of the chord which represents the maximum permissible profile 
error.  
 
Figure 5.8: Sagitta error analysis for evaluating critical angular pitch tcr 
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From Figure 5.9(a), it can be seen that the maximum arc radius of the circular tool 
trajectory rc,max is the radial distance between the center of a workpiece and one of the 
corners of an offset hexagonal Fresnel lens and is 4.455 mm. Figure 5.9(b) shows that 
the tcr reduces as the rc increases and the selection for tcr should be lesser than 0.768 
for achieving htol of 0.1 m. 
 
Figure 5.9: Calculation of critical pitch angular for htol = 0.1 m. The 
result shows that the maximum tcr is 0.768 locates at the maximum 
radius rc,max of 4.455 mm. 
5.2.2 Cutting Experiments and Results 
All the experiments were conducted by AGMT process using a 4-axis ultraprecision 
machine. Based on the simulated results from the above approaches, the machining 
parameters (Table 5.2) were selected in machining an array of circular Fresnel lenses 
to meet the required PV tolerance of 0.1 m. These machined Fresnel lenses (as shown 
in Figure 5.10) were measured using an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 3D Measuring Laser 
Microscope with a confocal optical system. 3D measured profile data were further post-
processed using MATLAB for surface characterization. 
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Table 5.2: Machining parameters for fabrication of circular Fresnel lens array 
Machining parameters Value Units 
Spindle Speed 50.0 rpm 
Feed,  0.001 mm/rev 
Angular pitching, t 0.75 degrees 
Depth of cut 0.005~0.001 mm 
Workpiece AA6061-T6 - 
Tool Mono-crystalline diamond,  
10 m nose radius,  




Figure 5.10: Photographic view of a machined circular Fresnel lens array 
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Figures 5.11(a) and (b) show the measured 3D profile of the central circular Fresnel 
lens and its comparison results between the ideal and the measured profiles, 
respectively. It can be observed that the results of cutting residual error E were found 
to be about 0.085 µm which were lesser than the required accuracy of 0.1 µm, as shown 
in Figures 5.11(c).  
Figures 5.12(a) and (b) show the measured 3D profile and the comparison results 
between the ideal and measured profiles for an offset circular Fresnel lens, respectively. 
The results of E were found to be about 0.080 µm which were also lesser than the 
required accuracy of 0.1 µm, as shown in Figures 5.12(c).  
Thus, these results further validate that the selected machining parameter, the 
feedrate , for cutting the circular Fresnel lens array is achieving the cutting residual 




Figure 5.11: Cutting residual error of a machined circular Fresnel lens (central 
lens); (a) measured 3D profile, (b) comparison of ideal and machined Fresnel 




Figure 5.12: Cutting residual error of an offset Fresnel lens; (a) measured 3D 
profile, (b) comparison of ideal and machined Fresnel lens profiles along the 
radius, and (c) measured E 
The Sagitta error herr for the central Fresnel lens is not evaluated as the arcs of 
cutting trajectory are revolved about the spindle axis and the cutting process behaves 
as a conventional facing operation in the turning process. Hence, there is no formation 
of linear segments along the arcs and herr would not occur in the central Fresnel lens.  
Figures 5.13(a) illustrated a selected region of an offset Fresnel lens was been 
replicated using MATLAB for evaluating the Sagitta errors herr. Its replicated results 
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for the selected region were demonstrated in Figure 5.13(b). Figures 5.13(c) and (d) 
show the evaluated results of herr were plotted in the 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional, 
respectively, and were found to be lesser than the required accuracy of 0.1 µm. These 
results further validate that the selected second parameter t for machining circular 
Fresnel lens array are also achieving the accuracies lesser than the htol of 0.1 m. 
 
Figure 5.13: Measured Sagitta errors of an offset Fresnel lens 
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Lastly, these experimental results have validated the credibility of the developed 
novel surface generation for automated Guilloche machining technique to fabricate a 
circular Fresnel lens array in a single process, accurately. In additions, this can be only 
achieved with the implementation of the proposed approaches, namely cutting residual 
error and Sagitta error analyses. 
5.3 Concluding Remarks 
In the present study, a novel surface generation for automated Guilloche machining 
technique (AGMT) has been developed to fabricate an array of circular Fresnel lenses. 
The fabricated process has been conducted in a single setup without having multiple 
sections to be assembled as an array. The following conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) Two approaches, namely cutting residual error and Sagitta error analyses have 
been developed and implemented for optimizing the critical machining 
parameters to achieve accurate contours. These developed approaches in this 
study were experimentally verified by machining of a 3x3 rectangular array 
of circular Fresnel lenses and evaluating their contour errors. 
(ii) The surface evaluation for all machined surfaces has demonstrated that the 
cutting residual errors E and Sagitta errors herr were lesser than 0.1 m. 
(iii) Lastly, these results not only validate the credibility of the developed multiple-
axis surface generation for accurate complex hybrid freeform surfaces such as 
Fresnel lens array, but also pave the way for the promising challenges to 




Although the Sagitta error analysis has successfully evaluated the critical angular 
pitching tcr, there is still a room for improvement for optimizing the profile accuracy. 
This analysis considers only the errors in the XY direction (two-dimensional), but not 
on the Z-direction (three-dimensional). This makes it vulnerable for unforeseen 
accumulation of profile errors in the Z-direction. Hence, this issue is addressed by 





Chapter 6: Development of Surface Analytical Model for 
Accurate Hybrid Freeform Surfaces 
   
This chapter presents a novel surface analytical model to determine the cutting 
linearization error for both constant-angle and constant-arc methods. From the previous 
studies in Chapter 4, the surface quality of machined freeform surfaces depends on the 
number of points per revolution Np in the constant-angle cutting strategy. This is due 
the accuracy errors which were induced in the spiral cutting direction. These errors are 
from the Peak-to-Valley error PVerr between the ideal surface profile and the actual tool 
trajectory in the cutting direction and are known as the cutting linearization error. Only 
few studies have been conducted for the optimization of this cutting linearization error 
in the FTS/SSS diamond turning. Zhou et al. [49] suggests a uniform machined surface 
quality could be obtained when the constant-arc cutting strategy is employed. Liu et al. 
[50] concludes that the selection of critical incremental arc-lengths plays a major role 
in achieving the surface accuracy.  
However, there is no analytical study for comprehensive understanding on this 
cutting linearization error. Cutting linearization error inherited from the generation of 
tool path itself should not be ignored as this inherited error sequentially accumulates 
those errors from machine dynamics, etc., resulting larger errors or poorer profile 
accuracy. On top of that, cutting linearization error usually depends on the machinist’s 
skills and experience, and it often characterizes during post-machining stages. Hence, 
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it is not reliable to depend on highly skill labour and not cost effective to characterize 
in post-machining stages. This gives a very high risk of failing to meet the profile 
accuracy requirements, resulting reworking or re-machining of freeform surface. Thus, 
lacking this important knowledge of cutting linearization error could hinder the 
development of FTS/STS diamond turning to fulfill the demands for ultraprecise 
freeform surfaces. 
Two surface profiles, namely sinusoidal wave grid and microlens array are 
successfully machined and achieved accurate surface with proper evaluation of critical 
machining parameters. A hybrid constant-arc and constant-angle method for surface 
generation is also derived and successfully further optimized the FTS/SSS process new 
higher level. The results of the proposed analytical model not only provide a 
comprehensive understanding for the cutting linearization errors in the surface 
generation, but also enlighten the optimization of surface quality in the FTS/SSS 
machining process. 
6.1 Surface generation for FTS/SSS diamond turning 
Fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) technology plays an important role in 
machining freeform surfaces for the modern optics industry. The surface accuracy is a 
sticking factor that demands the need for a long-standing solution to fabricate 
ultraprecise freeform surfaces accurately and efficiently. However, the analysis of 
cutting linearization errors in the cutting direction of surface generation has received 
little attention. Hence, a novel surface analytical model is developed to evaluate the 
cutting linearization error of all cutting strategies for surface generation. It also 
optimizes the number of cutting points to meet accuracy requirements. To validate the 
theoretical cutting linearization errors, a series of machining experiments on the 
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sinusoidal wave grid and micro-lens array surfaces has been conducted. The 
experimental results demonstrate that these surfaces have successfully achieved the 
surface accuracy requirement of 1 µm with the implementation of the proposed model. 
These further credits the capability of the surface analytical model as an effective and 
accurate tool in improving profile accuracies and meeting accuracy requirements. 
6.1.1 Novel Surface Analytical Model 
Surface generation is no longer just a tool path generation, but also a necessity tool 
for optimizing the profile accuracy with different cutting strategies. In the traditional 
FTS/SSS process, the machined freeform surface is often evaluated after the machining 
stage. This gives a high risk of having a machined surface failing to meet the profile 
accuracy requirements as the cutting linearization error has never been taken into 
account. Hence, a novel surface analytical model has been derived to address the needs 
for evaluating the cutting linearization error and optimizing the profile accuracy.  
Two cutting strategies as described in Figure 6.1 are constant-angle and constant-
arc, which are commonly employed in the FTS/SSS process. The constant-angle 
method generates the control points in a manner where the number of control points for 
every revolution is constant. Unfortunately, there is a major setback for employing this 
method in which arc lengths between corresponding points at outer regions are sparser 
than those of the central regions. Dramatically, the surface quality of the outer regions 
of workpiece would be worse than that of the inner region. Subsequently, this leads to 
the tendency of increasing control points for reducing longer arc lengths to have a better 
surface quality at outer portion. However, this way of increasing control points is 
restricted by the bandwidth of FTS/SSS systems [52]. Too many control points not only 
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reduce the spindle speed, but also leads to difficulty in cutting ductile materials which 
requires high cutting speed. 
 
Figure 6.1: Cutting strategies in FTS/SSS turning,  
(a) constant-angle, and (b) constant-arc 
Thus, this longer arc-length issue could be overcome by employing the second 
method known as constant-arc. This method not only gives a constant arc length, but 
also leaves a uniform surface quality throughout the entire machined surface. 
Nevertheless, these two cutting strategies shall be validated by the proposed surface 
analytical model for their machining abilities to optimize the process. The constant-
angle  and constant-arc S parameters of the cutting strategies are given as: 
pN 603  (6.1) 
 tpt NNSS   (6.2) 
where Np is the number of control points per rotation and St is the arc-length for the 
entire spiral tool trajectory. Both of  and S parameters play the major role in 
achieving surface accuracy in FTS/SSS diamond turning. Hence, it is imperative to 




It is known that the arc-length S for Archimedes spiral usually begins from its centre 
and is given as [62]:  
Let the radial position of diamond tool, 𝜌 = 𝑓𝑟 and 





∙ 𝑑𝜃  
= ∫√(𝑓𝑟𝜃)2 + 𝑓𝑟
2 ∙ 𝑑𝜃  
= 𝑓𝑟 ∫√𝜃2 + 1 ∙ 𝑑𝜃  (6.3) 
This integral can be solved by using the integrals of irrational functions as follow [63]:  
∫√𝑥2 ± 𝑎2𝑑𝑥 =
1
2
𝑥√𝑥2 ± 𝑎2 ±
1
2
𝑎2 ln |𝑥 + √𝑥2 ± 𝑎2|  
Hence, Equation (6.3) can be solved as: 
𝑆() = 𝑓𝑟 [
1
2
√θ2 + 1 +
1
2





2 + 1+ ln |+√θ2 + 1|]  (6.4) 
In the process of surface generation, the spiral tool trajectory, however, usually 
proceeds from the outer radius to the center of the workpiece. The details of spiral tool 
trajectory have been explained previously in Chapter 3 and Equation (3.1) shall be 
substituted into Equation (6.4) and can be rewritten as: 
𝑆(2𝜋𝑁𝑡 − 𝜃) =
1
2
𝑓𝑟[(2𝜋𝑁𝑡 − 𝜃)√(2𝜋𝑁𝑡 − 𝜃)2 + 1 +
ln|(2𝜋𝑁𝑡 − 𝜃) + √(2𝜋𝑁𝑡 − 𝜃)2 + 1|] (6.5) 
In the next sections, this arc-length S from Equation (6.5) is been employed for 





6.1.2 Cutting Linearization Error 
In the following, the proposed surface analytical model (SAM) will be used to 
evaluate the cutting linearization error and to optimize the FTS/SSS diamond turning 
process. It will ensure that the tool trajectory in the cutting direction lies within the 
profile tolerance zone as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2: Surface generation of the tool trajectory should lie 
within the PV tolerance zone 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates that a local PVerr (err) between the ideal profile and the 
actual tool trajectory can be determined by identifying a maximum deviation Zmax 
between two corresponding cutting points. Zmax represents the critical point on the 
ideal curve. err is given as: 
 cosmaxZerr   (6.6) 




Figure 6.3: Schematic diagrams for (a) tool path and ideal surface curves, 
(b) maximum height difference, and (c) PVerr 
During the process of evaluating the cutting linearization error, Newton’s iteration 
method is employed in the surface analytical model to evaluate  with known S for 
determining the maximum deviation Zmax. From Equation (6.4), the corresponding arc-
length is 
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1θ2  rf  (6.8) 
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Since the spiral tool trajectory begins from outermost radius, Equations (6.7, 6.8) shall 
be rewritten as: 
 
   
   
0





























for S  [Si, Si+1] in a subtractive step  10-6 mm (Si > Si+1). (6.9) 
    12' 2   tr Nff  (6.10) 











From Equation (3.1), the radial position  corresponded to  can be found as 
  rfr  (6.12) 
From Equation (3.6), the ideal surface heights between two control points are  
),(   fZideal  (6.13) 
The actual heights of the tool trajectory are 
   11 /   iiiiitool SSZZSZZ  (6.14) 
Finally, Zmax is the maximum deviation between ideal surface height and actual height 
of the tool trajectory 
 toolideal ZZZ  maxargmax  (6.15) 
The entire procedure must be repeated for all corresponding control points to evaluate 
PVerr. The details for establishing the critical machining parameters will be explained 
in the case studies in the next section. 
 
6.2 Experimental validation 
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6.2.1 Evaluation of critical machining parameters 
It is common knowledge that more control points yield a better profile accuracy. 
However, the maximum frequency of control point sequence should not be greater than 
the bandwidth of FTS/SSS system. Thus, a trade-off is necessary for achieving accurate 
profile with optimum number of control points.  












   (6.16) 
    /2cos/2sin yAxAZ SWGSWGSWG   (6.17) 
and will be fabricated. The parameters and their values are explained in Tables 1 and 2. 
A targeted profile accuracy tolerance (PVtol) is 1.0 m and the cutting feedrate fr is 
0.0025/ mm/radian (or 0.005 mm/rev). 
Table 6.1: Parameters for MLA surface 
Parameters Values Units 
shape (convex or concave) Convex: -1 - 
conic coefficient, k Sphere: 0 - 
Lens curvature, C  1/25 mm-1 
Lens radius, rlens 0.5 mm 
Lens-lens pitch 1.5 mm 
Table 6.2: Parameters for SWG surface 
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Parameters Values Units 
Amplitude, ASWG 0.00625 mm 
wavelength,  3.0 mm 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the 3D plots for the calculated PVerr of the MLA and 
SWG surfaces, respectively, obtained with the two different cutting strategies. From 
Figures 6.4(a-d) and 6.5(a-d), the results demonstrate that the PVerr on the outer radii 
regions under constant-angle cutting conditions are generally larger than those of inner 
regions. In contrast, the PVerr results under constant-arc cutting conditions are almost 
uniform, as shown in Figures 6.4(e-h) and 6.5(e-h).  
From Figures 6.4(d) and (g), the calculated results conclude that the critical values 
of the  and S parameters for the MLA surface are 0.5 and 0.0698 mm, respectively. 
and 2.0 and 0.0698 mm, respectively. On the other hand, the critical values of the  
and S parameters for SWG surfaces, as shown in Figures 6.5(c) and (h), are 2.0 and 
0.0698 mm, respectively. If those values are above the critical values, the PVerr will be 
exceeded the required PVtol of 1.0 m. Hence, the selection of the machining parameters, 
 and S, must not be greater than the evaluated critical values for the cutting 




Figure 6.4: The PVerr results of the MLA surface under different cutting 
conditions are evaluated by the proposed surface analytical method. It 
follows that the critical values of Δθ and ΔS are 0.5 º and 0.0698 mm, 




Figure 6.5: From the PVerr results of the SWG surface under different 
cutting conditions, it follows that the critical values of Δθ and ΔS are 2.0º 
and 0.0698 mm, respectively. 
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Notwithstanding the fact that the constant-arc method would give an almost 
constant surface accuracy, there is a noticeable ‘sprue-shape’ PVerr found in the central 
region under all constant-arc cutting conditions as illustrated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. 
Although this type of PVerr has never been reported in the literatures, it still plays a 
major role in optimizing overall surface accuracy under constant-arc conditions. This 
can be explained by the fact that the arc-length S, as explained in Equation (6.5) which 
is a function of its associated angle . Thus, the associated angles in the central region 
are larger than those in the outer regions.  
 
Figure 6.6: (a) PVerr plot of the MLA surface (XZ view), and (b)-(e) the 
enlarged views of different constant-arc cutting conditions indicating 
the presence of ‘sprue-shape’ PVerr in the central region. 
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Furthermore, it also reveals that the PVerr results in the outer regions are much lower 
than PVtol when the value of S has been re-defined to reduce this ‘sprue-shape’ PVerr. 
On top of that, there will be an increase in the number of tool trajectory controlled 
points while reducing the value of S. As explained earlier, it is strongly recommended 
not to have a large number of controlled points as it would reduce the spindle speed 
degrading the machined surface quality. Thus, a hybrid of constant-arc and constant-
angle (HCAA) method has been employed for overcoming this ‘sprue-shaped’ PVerr 
problem. 
In the HCAA method, as illustrated in Figure 6.7, the surface analytical model is 
first used to evaluate the critical S at the outer radius of the surface using the constant-
arc cutting strategy. Then, a transition radius rtrans is identified as a radial location where 
the PVerr exceeds the required PVtol. After rtrans is defined, the constant-angle method is 
applied from the point where the constant-arc method is abandoned to evaluate the 
critical  for the inner region. 
 
Figure 6.7: HCAA method of controlling tool trajectory 
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As can be seen from the analytical results shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, the 
transition radiuses between outer and inner regions are located at 1.450 mm and 0.8195 
mm for the MLA and SWG surfaces, respectively. The critical S values for the outer 
regions of the MLA and SWG surfaces are 0.0698 mm and 0.3491 mm, respectively, 
and the critical  for the central regions are 180 and 24, respectively.  
 
Figure 6.8: Application of the HCAA method of evaluating the critical 
parameters for the MLA surface: (a) the critical ΔS value and transition radius 
are 0.0698 mm and 1.450 mm, respectively. (b) The critical Δθ value in the 




Figure 6.9: Application of the HCAA method of evaluating the critical 
parameters for the SWG surface: (a) The critical ΔS value and transition 
radius are 0.3491 mm and 0.8195 mm, respectively. (b) The critical Δθ 
value in the central region is 24º. (c) The overall PVerr is 0.9986 µm. 
Finally, a comparative study between different cutting strategies has been 
conducted based on their optimum number of cutting points. Table 6.3 reveals that the 
HCAA method offers the optimum number of cutting points, especially only 109,252 
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cutting points for the SWG surface, which is about 20% of the number needed in 
conventional constant-arc method.  
Furthermore, an interesting conclusion is that the constant-arc method is not 
necessarily superior to the constant-angle method, depending on the type of freeform 
surfaces to be machined. For example, the constant-arc method yields a smaller number 
of cutting points than the constant-angle method for the MLA surface, but more cutting 
points than constant-angle method for the SWG surface. Thus, the selection of the 
cutting strategy should also be optimized for ultraprecision machining of freeform 
surfaces. 
Table 6.3: Comparison of cutting points between different cutting strategies 
Type of 
Surfaces 





HCAA HCAA vs  HCAA vs S 
MLA 1,080,001 540,001 521,950 51.67% 3.34% 
SWG 270,001 540,001 109,252 59.53% 79.77% 
6.2.2 Cutting Experiments and Results 
All the experiments were conducted by a slow slide servo (SSS) process using 4-
axis ultraprecision machine. Based on the novel surface analytical model as described 
in the previous sections, the number of control points for different cutting strategies 
were optimized and selected in machining both SWG and MLA surfaces to meet the 
required PV tolerance of 1.0 m, as shown in Table 6.4.  
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Table 6.4: Selected cutting conditions for machining MLA and SWG surfaces 
Parameters Values 
Spindle speed 50 rev/min 
Feedrate, fr 0.005 mm/rev (rough) and 0.001 mm/rev (finish) 
Depth of cuts 0.010 mm (rough) and 0.005 mm (finish) 
Cutting Strategies:  
(i) Constant-Angle  = 0.5 (MLA)  
 = 2.0 (SWG) 
(ii) Constant-Arc S = 0.0698 mm (for both MLA and SWG) 
(iii) HCAA  
For outer region, S = 0.0698 mm (MLA) and 0.3491 mm (SWG) 
For inner region,  = 180 (for both MLA and SWG) 
These machined surfaces were measured using an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 3D 
Measuring Laser Microscope with a confocal optical system that only captures the in-
focus image and eliminates the flare. 3D measured profile data were further post-
processed for surface characterization. For evaluation of the profile errors of the 
fabricated features, areal error maps were used along with the characterization method 
by Yu et al. [64]. First, the measured data were extracted as CSV files to be processed 
using MATLAB software. Second, a best fit of the measured profile was performed for 
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a comparison with the theoretical surface using a rigid body transformation described 



































where tx, ty and tz are translations in the x, y and z-directions respectively, and , ,  
are the rotations about x, y and z-directions, respectively.  
Figures 6.10-6.12 illustrate the photographic images of machined SWG surfaces 
with their respective measured 3D profiles and contour errors under three different 
cutting strategies, namely constant-angle, constant-arc and HCAA, respectively. It can 
be seen that the evaluated results of PVerr in the x- and y-directions for all cutting 
strategies are validating the PVtol of 1.0 m. These results also further validate that the  
selected cutting parameters (as in Table 6.4) for machining SWG surface using all 




Figure 6.10: Contour error of the SWG surface with the constant-angle cutting 




Figure 6.11: Contour error of the SWG surface with  the constant-arc cutting 




Figure 6.12: Contour error of the SWG surface with the HCAA cutting strategy, and 
S = 0.3491 mm and  = 180 for outer and central regions, respectively. 
Figures 6.13-6.15 illustrate the photographic images of machined MLA surfaces 
with their respective measured 3D profiles and contour errors under three different 
cutting strategies, namely constant-angle, constant-arc and HCAA, respectively. Fillet 
errors due to the tool nose radius are detected at the edges of the lenses, which cause 
the PVerr failing to meet PVtol of 1.0 µm. Otherwise, the overall PVerr results of the MLA 
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surface with the selected parameters would have met the PVtol if neglected the fillet 
effect.  
 
Figure 6.13: Contour error of the MLA surface with the constant-angle cutting 




Figure 6.14: Contour error of the MLA surface with the constant-arc cutting 




Figure 6.15: Contour error of the MLA surface with the HCAA cutting strategy, and 
S = 0.0698 mm and  = 180 for outer and central regions, respectively. 
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Lastly, these experimental results validate the credibility of the proposed surface 
analytical model for determining the optimal machining conditions for all cutting 
strategies. The model not only improves the profile accuracy, but also eliminates the 
risk of the machined workpiece to miss the accuracy requirements. Furthermore, it is 
concluded that the constant-arc cutting strategy is not necessarily be superior than the 
constant-angle method, depending on the curvatures of freeform surfaces. 
6.3 Concluding Remarks 
In the present study, a surface analytical model has been developed to evaluate the 
cutting linearization error on freeform surfaces with an optimal number of cutting 
points for the constant-angle (), constant-arc (S) and hybrid (HCAA) methods. A 
good performance of the fast tool servo or slow slide servo alone is insufficient for 
producing accurate surfaces; it is also necessary to optimize the tool trajectory. The 
model developed in this study was experimentally verified by machining of a sinusoidal 
wave grid (SWG) and a micro-lens array (MLA) and evaluating the contour errors. 
The profile accuracy requirement for all surfaces could be met. The surface 
evaluation has demonstrated that the Peak-to-Valley errors (PVerr) were within the 
specified tolerances. Moreover, the HCAA method combines the merits of both the 
constant-arc and constant-angle method for producing highly accuracy surfaces with an 
optimum number of control points. Offering a significant reduction of machining time 
and increased profile accuracies, the hybrid method is proposed as the new standard in 




The developed surface analytical model is later implemented and integrated with 
the developed CAD/CAM system in the SolidWorks-API environment to generate 
accurate ultraprecision hybrid freeform surfaces. The details of the integration are 




Chapter 7: Integration and Implementation 
   
This chapter presents an overall integration of the proposed methodologies 
throughout this dissertation. The primary objective of the integrated system is to 
construct the software tools for planning and conducting the manufacture of hybrid 
freeform surfaces using the multiple-axis ultraprecision machining process. 
Section 7.1 presents the overall view of the developed integrated system and 
controller configuration, and also discusses the optimization of tool geometry in the 
integrated system for avoiding the tool interference onto the machined surface. Sections 
7.2 and 7.3 present the two case studies to validate the creditability of the developed 
integrated system. Lastly, the concluding remarks are discussed in Section 7.4. 
7.1 Integrated CAD/CAM System 
The screenshot image of the main menu for the developed SolidWorks-API user-
interface in the integrated CAD/CAM system is shown in Figure 7.1. It can be seen that 
there are two different cutting processes, namely automated Guilloche machining 
technique (AGMT) and diamond turning processes. The user selects one of the cutting 
processes for the manufacturing of hybrid freeform surfaces. The details of two 
developed sub-systems and the configuration requirements of the controllers are 
discussed in the next sections. In addition, a tool optimization process and geometrical 
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splitting of hybrid freeform surface also embedded into the system and its details are 
discussed in Sections 7.1.3 and 7.1.4, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.1: Screenshot image for main menu of user-interface  
in the integrated system for the selection of a cutting process 
7.1.1 Integrated Sub-System for AGMT Process 
The screenshot image of the developed user-interface for the AGMT process in a 
sub-system of the integrated system is illustrated in Figure 7.2. First of all, the user has 
to select the type of Fresnel lens arrays to be machined and its layout. Then, the user 
shall input the lens dimensions, namely radius/apothem (depending on types of Fresnel 
lens) and pitch distance, before selecting the surfaces to be machined. Next, the user 
has to define all machining and tool parameters, and targeted accuracy errors for 
evaluating the critical machining parameters and profile errors by the developed 
integrated system. These critical parameters would generate at the end of evaluation 
process and display in the user-interface form. Then, the user would decide to keep or 
modify these critical values before post-processing the cutting points as NC-codes for 
the fabrication of Fresnel lens array. 
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Furthermore, there is another option for exporting the detailed descriptions of the 
calculated critical parameters into a data file for the user to understand the results clearly. 
The developed sub-system for AGMT process would be validated with a case study. 
The details are presented and discussed in Section 7.2. 
 
Figure 7.2: Screenshot image for user-interface of sub-system  
to generate the Guilloche tool trajectory for AGMT process 
7.1.2 Integrated Sub-System for Diamond Turning Process 
The screenshot image of the developed user-interface for diamond turning process 
in another sub-system of the integrated system is shown in Figure 7.3. Similarly, the 
user has to select a type of diamond turning processes and its cutting strategy, before 
selecting the surfaces to be machined. Next, the user has to define all machining and 
tool parameters, and targeted accuracy errors for evaluating the critical machining 
parameters and profile errors by the developed integrated system. These critical 
parameters would generate at the end of evaluation process and display in the user-
interface form. Then, the user would decide to keep or modify these critical values 
before post-processing the cutting points as NC-codes for the fabrication of freeform 
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surface. Lastly, the user may export the detailed descriptions of the calculated critical 
parameters into a data file for the analytical studies. The developed sub-system for 
diamond turning process would be validated with a case study. The details are presented 
and discussed in the later sections. 
 
Figure 7.3: User interface of SolidWorks-API to generate  
the spiral tool trajectory for hybrid FTS/SSS process 
7.1.3 Configurations for Incorporated Controllers 
The successfulness of the accurate surface generation of hybrid freeform surfaces 
is dependent on the capability of the ultraprecision machine and its controller unit. 
Figure 7.4 shows an incorporated controller configuration which integrates the FTS unit 
into the multiple-axis diamond turning machine having a total of five axes (X, Y, Z, W 
and C axes). In contrast to any conventional diamond turning machine, the C-axis is 
controlled in closed-loop allowing the command of C-axis to move to any desired 
angular position. The controller unit is capable of commanding all motion axes 
simultaneously with a high level of sophistication. Thus, the programming for the 
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fabrication of the hybrid freeform surfaces is easier because it inherited the 
programming idea used in CNC machining.  
 
Figure 7.4: Incorporated controller configuration for  
multiple-axis diamond turning machine 
7.1.4 Optimization of Tool Geometry 
The tool geometry optimization process has been developed and implemented for 
not only machining workpiece material efficiently, but also avoiding interferences by 
both the tool rake and flank surfaces onto the workpiece. In contrast to conventional 
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diamond turning process, the curvatures of freeform surface are also the influencing 
factors that should be considered for designing diamond tool rake angle (), clearance 
angle () and included angle (). Few researchers [52, 53] have developed 
mathematical models to optimize the tool geometry for FTS diamond turning process. 
However, their models are only considering the two-dimensional surface profiles along 
the radial and cutting directions, which may not be as distinguished as three-
dimensional surface profiles in a CAD system. In this section, the methodologies for 
extracting the critical tool geometrical angles directly from CAD model of freeform 
surface within the SolidWorks designing environment have been proposed.  
Firstly, the cutting interference between tool rake face and the surface contour could 
occur only when the rake angle tool is negative, as shown in Figure 7.5(a). Thus, tool 
rake angle should not exceed the critical rake angle cr which is the maximum negative 
rake angle before the tool rake face meets the surface along the cutting direction. 
Secondly, the cutting interference between tool flank faces and the surface occurs at the 
downhill of contour when the front clearance angle is insufficient, as shown in Figure 
7.5(a). Hence, the front clearance angle tool should be greater than the critical value 
cr for the flank faces to be free from contacting the surface contour along the cutting 
direction. Lastly, the tool included angle is also important and necessary for avoiding 
unnecessary overcutting on NURBS contour along the radial direction, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.5(b). The tool included angle tool should be less than the critical included 




Figure 7.5: Defining critical tool geometrical angles 
Both of  and  angles can be determined from the slopes of the surface contour  
along the cutting direction and defined as: 
 then,0 if i  
Cii    
then,0 if otherwise i  
Cii    (7.1) 
On the other hand,  defines as: 
C 11 90   
C 22 90   
21   (7.2) 
where  is the slope of the surface contour along the feed direction and C is a safety 
clearance angle preventing tool faces to meet the surface. Thus, their critical values are 
 icr γγ maxarg  
 icr  maxarg   
 icr ββ maxarg  (7.3) 
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In the final stage, there is another factor to be considered for designing these critical 
angles especially the front clearance angle, which is the immediate availability of 
standard tool sizes in the commercial market. Usually, a diamond tool is tailor-made in 
accordance to the critical tool geometrical angles. However, it would be extremely 
costly and taking a long duration of time for manufacturing customized diamond tool. 
On top of that, the maximum front clearance angle for diamond tool designs is up to 
30 depending on the manufacturers. Hence, these drive the needs for alternative 
solution of designing diamond tool geometry at shortest time and at the economical 
cost. Another way to increase the clearance angle can be done by titling the tool holder 
away from the workpiece as illustrated in Figure 7.6. When the tilted-angle  changes, 
the effective front clearance angle eff and effective rake angle eff also change. Hence, 
the maximum tilted angle max can be determined by:  
 toolcrtoolcrmax    ,maxarg  (7.4) 
where tool and tool are the actual geometrical angles of a standard diamond tool. The 
details for determining the critical tool geometrical angles will be elaborated with case 
studies in the later sections. 
 
Figure 7.6: Schematic diagram for titling a tool holder 
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7.1.5 Geometrical splitting of hybrid freeform surface 
Generally, a hybrid freeform surface may come in the hybrid form of several 
freeform surfaces. Thus, it is only possible to machine such surface by a diamond 
turning process with a hybrid FTS/SSS technology having a large stroke length and 
high frequency bandwidth. Although the layered tool trajectory methodology has been 
developed in the previous studies (Chapter 4), this methodology is only designed for 
micro prism but not for any freeform feature. 
Thus, the hybrid freeform surface requires the proper segregation of freeform 
features in order to be fabricated by FTS and SSS processes simultaneously. In this 
study, fast Fourier transform (FFT) and Hilbert transform (HT) approaches are 
implemented to split these freeform geometrically based on their frequency properties.  
FFT is a powerful mathematical tool that allows the generated tool trajectories to 
be viewed in a different domain, where several distinguished properties have been 
simplified for detailed analysis [65]. In this FFT approach, the (forward, one-
dimensional) discrete Fourier transform of the generated tool trajectory signals, dZ, is 
given by: 







jzkdZ   
  N
N e
12    (7.5) 
where z is the incremental change for z-height of tool trajectories. However, a real 
cutting trajectory using HCAA method for a freeform surface contains multiple 
frequencies and it is very difficult to analyse using the FFT approach. This multiple 
frequencies issues can be overcome by Hilbert transform approach.  
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Hilbert transform which has been recognized as very important method in different 
branches of science and technology, from complex analysis and optics, to circuit theory 
and control science [66, 67]. Their sampled derivations have been encountered in 
different applications from applied science and engineering. The Hilbert transform (HT) 
behaves like a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and is a linear operator. It is also useful 
for analyzing non-stationary signals by expressing frequency as a rate of change in 
phase, so that the frequency can vary with time. The Hilbert transform is often 
introduced as a convolution between f(x) and -1/(x) [68]: 















If x(n) is a causal and absolutely summable real sequence with a discrete time Fourier 
transform X(ej), then Hilbert transform can rewritten [69]:  

































0  (7.7) 
where Xre(e
j) and Xre(e
j) are the real and imaginary parts of X(ej).  
The details for determining the geometrical splitting of hybrid freeform surface 
based on their discrete time frequencies will be elaborated with a case study in the later 
sections. 
7.2 Case Study 1: Hexagonal Fresnel Lens Array using AGMT process 
This case study presents the machining of hexagonal Fresnel array using AGMT 
process. Fresnel lens array is one of these hybrid freeform surfaces, which may have 
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facet groove orientations arranged in a rectangular or hexagonal alignment to become 
a polygonal Fresnel lens [56, 57]. 
There are three different kinds of Fresnel lens elements which can be arranged in 
the hexagonal layout, namely untrimmed circular, trimmed circular and hexagonal, as 
shown in Figure 7.7. It demonstrates that the Fresnel lens elements in (b) and (c) would 
give a 100% fill factor as compared to traditional circular Fresnel lenses in (a). However, 
the light rays which hit the facets outside the inscribed circle of polygonal shape for a 
trimmed circular Fresnel element in (b), may not be well-received as untrimmed 
circular one in (a) due to the different focal points of these facets. Thus, there would be 
a loss of overall optical performance. This may be overcome by adapting the Fresnel 
angles on these facets to correct the focal points [60]. Alternatively, the facet groove 
orientation of Fresnel lens may be realized into a polygonal alignment to become a 
polygonal Fresnel lens [56, 57]. 
Although the Fresnel zone profile of polygonal Fresnel lens may be the same as that 
along the radius of circular Fresnel lens, as shown in Figure 7.8, it remains constantly 
perpendicular to the apothem of a triangular section in a polygon. This fact makes it 
possible to manufacture such profile by the means of extrusion techniques. Then, the 
extruded profile can be assembled together within the congruent triangles having a 
common vertex at the centre of the polygon. However, this approach leads to the 




Figure 7.7: Three different types of Fresnel elements in hexagonal 
arrangement; (a) untrimmed circular, (b) trimmed circular, and (c) 
hexagonal. It can be seen that the trimmed circular and hexagonal 





Figure 7.8: Fresnel lens designs; (a) cross-sectional profile of Fresnel zone, 
(b-d) circular, square and hexagonal types, respectively 
Although the Fresnel zone profile of polygonal Fresnel lens may be the same as that 
along the radius of circular Fresnel lens, it remains constantly perpendicular to the 
apothem of a triangular section in a polygon.  
Hence, the only possible method to machine such profile is by employing the 
proposed automated Guilloche machining technique with a linear tool motion, as 
demonstrated in Figure 7.9. Two conditions have been derived to determine the tool 
trajectory and are given as follow: 
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Condition 1: If   ssii NNtT 360/or  0/360,mod  , the tool would move 
upwards to cut a side of polygonal Fresnel lens. 
Condition 2: Otherwise, the tool shall move along a circular trajectory rc. 
With these two derived conditions, the control points of the Guilloche tool trajectory 





































































i  (7.10) 









where T is the remainder results from the division of angular position t by the value of 
360/Ns, rp is the radius of polygonal tool trajectory with respect to  and Ns is the 




Figure 7.9 Proposed AGMT for machining hexagonal Fresnel lens array; 
(a) calculation of tool control points, (b) Guilloche tool trajectory for one 




7.2.1 Experimental Validations 
In this case study, the developed automated Guilloche machining technique was 
employed for machining an array of hexagonal Fresnel lenses, as illustrated in Figure 
7.10. Table 7.1 describes the machining parameters which are the inputs for the 
developed user-interface of the sub-system. The surface generation for the Guilloche 
tool trajectory was conducted by implementing the methodologies into the developed 
integrated system.  
 
Figure 7.10: A CAD model for hexagonal Fresnel lens array;  




Table 7.1: Input parameters for fabrication of hexagonal Fresnel lens array 
Machining parameters Value Units 
Spindle Speed 50.0 rpm 
Linear feedrate 450 mm/min 
Workpiece AA6061-T6 - 
Tool Mono-crystalline diamond,  
10 m nose radius,  
40 front clearance 
- 
Max. cutting residual 
error, E 
0.500 (roughing cuts) 
0.100 (finishing cuts) 
µm 
Max. Sagitta error, htol 0.500 (roughing cuts) 
0.100 (finishing cuts) 
µm 
 
Figures 7.11(a) and (b) show that the cutting points were successfully mapped onto 
the surface of central and offset hexagonal Fresnel lenses, respectively. These cutting 
points has been post-processed into the Guilloche tool trajectories, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.11(c) and (d), for the respectively lenses.  
At the same time, the critical machining parameters for the generated cutting points 
have also been pre-evaluated by the developed integrated system, as demonstrated in 
Figure 7.12, before the tool trajectory points are further post-processed into NC-codes. 
It can be seen that the critical feedrates cr for roughing and finishing processes are 
0.01050 mm and 0.00475 mm, respectively. The critical angular pitching for roughing 
and finishing processes tcr are 1.801° and 0.810°, respectively. The details of the 




Figure 7.11: Successful generation of Guilloche tool trajectory points using the 
developed integrated system; Cutting points were mapped on central and offset 
Fresnel lenses in (a-b) respectively, and (c-d) the simulated Guilloche tool 




Figure 7.12: Screenshot image for the output results of calculated critical  
parameters for optimal AGMT process by the developed integrated system 
7.2.1.1 Critical Machining Parameters for AGMT process 
Figure 7.13 shows the simulated results of critical feedrates cr for roughing and 
finishing processes. For the targeted cutting residual errors E of 0.5 µm and 0.1µm, 
the critical feedrates for roughing and finishing processes are found to be 0.01050 mm 
and 0.00475 mm, respectively. Hence, the selection for the feedrates to machine 
accurate hexagonal Fresnel lenses should not be greater the critical values.  
Figures 7.14(a) and (b) illustrates the maximum radius of Fresnel lens array, and 
the simulated results of critical angular pitching tcr for roughing and finishing 
processes, respectively. The maximum radius rc,max is found to be 4.05 mm. For the 
targeted Sagitta errors htol of 0.5 µm and 0.1 µm, the critical angular pitching for 
roughing and finishing processes are found to be 1.801° and 0.810°, respectively. Hence, 
the selection for the angular pitching to machine the hexagonal Fresnel lenses 




Figure 7.13: Simulated radial residual errors for roughing  
and finishing feedrates with a tool nose radius of 10 µm 
 
Figure 7.14: Calculation of critical pitch angular for roughing and 




7.2.1.2 Cutting Experiments and Results 
All the experiments were conducted by the automated Guilloche machining 
technique using a 4-axis ultraprecision machine. Based on the simulated results from 
the above approaches, the machining parameters (Table 7.2) were selected in machining 
an array of hexagonal Fresnel lenses (as shown in Figure 7.15) to meet the targeted PV 
tolerance of 0.1 m. These machined Fresnel lenses were measured using an Olympus 
LEXT OLS4000 3D Measuring Laser Microscope with a confocal optical system. 3D 
measured profile data were further post-processed using MATLAB for surface 
characterization. 
Table 7.2: Selected machining parameters for hexagonal Fresnel lens array 
Machining parameters Value Units 
Feed,  0.010 (roughing cuts) 
0.0025 (finishing cuts) 
mm/rev 
Angular pitching, t 1.50 (roughing cuts) 




Figure 7.15: Photographic views of a machined hexagonal Fresnel lens array;  
(a) full view and (b) an enlarged view for the selected zone (dashed box) 
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Figures 7.16(a) and (b) show the measured 3D profile of the central hexagonal 
Fresnel lens and its comparison result between the ideal and the measured profiles, 
respectively. It can be observed that there were fillet errors at the valleys of Fresnel 
zones due to the effect of tool nose radius, as illustrated in Figures 7.16(b-d). These 
fillet errors can be neglected as they do not affect the overall optical performance in the 
real applications. Furthermore, the results of cutting residual error E for the selected 
inner and outer Fresnel zones, as shown in Figures 7.16(e) and (f), were found to be 
about 0.055 µm which were also lesser than the required accuracy of 0.1 µm.  
Figures 7.17(a) and (b) show the measured 3D profile and the comparison results 
between the ideal and measured profiles for one of the offset hexagonal Fresnel lens, 
respectively. The results of E for the selected inner and outer Fresnel zones, as shown 
in Figures 7.17(c) and (d), were found to be about 0.060 µm which were also lesser 
than the required accuracy of 0.1 µm. 
Thus, these results further validate that the selected machining parameter, the 
feedrate , for cutting the hexagonal Fresnel lens array is achieving the cutting 




Figure 7.16: Cutting residual error of a machined hexagonal Fresnel lens 
(central lens); (a) measured 3D profile, (b) comparison of ideal and machined 
Fresnel lens profiles along the apothem, (c) measured E for the entire lens 
profile, (d) tool nose radius effect, and (e-f) measured E for the selected 




Figure 7.17: Cutting residual error of a machined hexagonal Fresnel lens (on 
of offset lens); (a) measured 3D profile, (b) comparison of ideal and machined 
Fresnel lens profiles along the apothem, and (c-d) measured E for the selected 
Regions (c) and (d) in (b). 
On the other hand, a selected region in the central hexagonal Fresnel lens, as 
illustrated in Figures 7.18(a), was been replicated by using MATLAB for characterizing 
the Sagitta errors herr, as shown in Figure 7.18(b). It can be seen that tool nose fillet 
errors were also found in the valleys of the Fresnel zones, as illustrated in Figure 7.18(c), 
and they can be neglected as explained earlier. The results of herr for the selected inner 
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and outer Fresnel zones, as shown in Figures 7.18(d) and (e), were found to be about 
0.060 µm which were also lesser than the required accuracy of 0.1 µm. 
Figures 7.19(a) shows the region in one of the offset hexagonal Fresnel lens was 
selected and replicated, as illustrated in Figure 7.19(b), for characterizing the herr results. 
From Figure 7.19(c) and (d), the herr results of inner and outer Fresnel zones were found 
to be about 0.070 µm and 0.090 µm, respectively. These were also lesser than the 
required accuracy of 0.1 µm. As compared to central hexagonal lens, the measured 
results of herr of the offset hexagonal Fresnel lens were generally larger. This was due 
to the increasing radius which would have an increasing herr, as explained earlier in the 
previous Chapter 5. 
On top of these, these Sagitta error herr results also further validate that the selected 
second parameter t for machining hexagonal Fresnel lens array are also achieving the 








Figure 7.19: Measured Sagitta errors for one of offset hexagonal Fresnel lens 
Lastly, these experimental results have validated the credibility of the proposed 
Guilloche machining technique to fabricate accurate hexagonal Fresnel lens array in a 
single process. In additions, this can be only achieved with the implementation of the 






7.3 Case Study 2: Multiple-Compound Eye Surface Design-B 
7.3.1 Experimental Validations 
In this case study, a hybrid fast tool / slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond turning 
technique is being employed with an ultraprecision lathe to fabricate a multiple-
compound eye surface, as illustrated in Figure 7.20. The parameters as described in 
Table 7.3 are also selected for the cutting conditions in the experiments.  
The workpiece material used for the cutting experiments is a modified-graded of 
aluminum alloy AA-6061, known as rapidly solidified alloy RSA-6061. In contrast to 
traditional AA-6061, RSA-6061 has demonstrated a good performance with nanometric 
surface finishing using diamond turning process when employed for making optical 
inserts. This is because it has fine microstructures that result in highly improved 
mechanical and physical properties owning to the superfast solidification in the melt-
spinning process [70, 71].  
On the other hand, there are two different types of diamond tool geometries 
employed for the cutting experiments. Firstly, a diamond tool with a nose radius of 0.2 
mm is employed for the roughing process (feedrate = 0.005 mm/rev and depth of cuts 
= 10 µm). It also has flank clearance of 7° and wedge angle of 60°. Secondly, the final 
finishing process is performed under the cutting conditions of feedrate = 0.001 mm/rev 
and depth of cuts = 5 µm, using a diamond tool with nose radius of 10 µm, flank 





Figure 7.20: CAD model for multiple-compound eye Design-B, (a) 3D view,  
(b) top view, and (c) slanted view 
Table 7.3: Cutting Conditions for machining multiple-compound eye  
Design-B 
Feedrate 0.001 mm/rev (Finish) 
0.005 mm/rev (Rough) 
Spindle Speed 50 rev/min 
Depth of Cut 5 m (Finish); 10 m (Rough) 
Workpiece RSA6061, Radius = 13.0 mm 
Tool #1 for rough cuts Mono-Crystal Diamond, TR = 0.2 mm 
tool = 0, tool = 5, tool = 60 
Tool #2 for finish cuts Mono-Crystal Diamond, TR = 0.01 mm 
tool = 0, tool = 30, tool = 30 
PVtol 2.0 µm (Rough); 1.0 µm (Finish) 
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Before the cutting experiments, it is deemed necessary to pre-determine the critical 
cutting parameters (constant angle , constant arc-length S and transition radius rtrans) 
and critical tool geometrical angles (cr, cr and cr) for accurate freeform surface with 
free of tool interferences. Hence, the cutting parameters, as in Table 7.3, were input into 
the developed user interface, as shown in Figure 7.21. With these inputs, the critical 
machining parameters and critical tool geometries are evaluated by the integrated 
system. The analytical details of critical parameters are obtained from the output files 
of the system and are presented in the next sections. 
 
Figure 7.21: Screenshot image for the calculated critical parameters  
by the developed integrated system 
7.3.1.1 Critical Machining Parameters For HCAA Method 
Figure 7.22 illustrates the calculated PVerr of the desired freeform surface for hybrid 
constant-arc and constant-angle (HCAA) cutting strategy, which were replicated using 
MatLab software. From Figure 7.22(a), the critical value of S in the middle region 
should not exceed 0.0175 mm for meeting the required PVtol of 1.0 m in the finishing 
cuts using the constant-arc cutting strategy and the evaluated PVerr value was 0.9675 
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µm. The critical value of S should not exceed 0.0350 mm for meeting the required 
PVtol of 2.0 m in the roughing cuts, and the evaluated PVerr value was 1.9785 µm.  
On the other hand, both of outer and inner regions, as illustrated in Figures 7.22(a) 
and (b) respectively, for the roughing and finishing cuts have the least PVerr values (~ 
zero) which make them suitable for constant-angle cutting strategy. Then, these two 
regions were re-evaluated for the PVerr under constant-angle conditions. From Figures 
7.22(c) and (d), the critical values of  parameters for both regions were found to be 
180 without sacrificing the PVerr in these regions for both roughing and finishing cuts. 
It also showed that the transition radiuses, rtrans1 and rtrans2, between outer, middle and 
inner regions were located at 3.9865 mm and 0.2782 mm, respectively.  
Thus, the cutting strategy would begin as constant-angle method from the outer 
region until the spiral tool trajectory reached the first transition radius of 3.9865 mm. 
Then, the cutting strategy would switch to constant-arc method for the inner region. 
When the tool trajectory reached the next transition radius of 0.2782 mm, the cutting 
strategy would revert to the constant-angle method for the inner region. With the 
implementation of this HCAA cutting strategy, the number of cutting points for the 
finishing process was found to be reduced tremendously by 90.6% (from 303,388,091 
to 28,409,223 cutting points). This would help to reduce not only the machining time 
due to lesser times for acceleration and deceleration between the corresponding tool 




Figure 7.22: Evaluation of critical parameters for achieving PVtol of 1.0 m 





7.3.1.2 Critical Tool Geometrical Angles 
Hence, the selected tools in previous Table 7.3 are also pre-evaluated for their 
overall effectiveness by checking for any tool interferences in the cutting simulation of 
the hybrid freeform surface. With the implementation of methodologies for tool 
geometry optimization and the tool safety clearance C was 5, Figures 7.23(a) and (b) 
show that the evaluated critical values for tool rake cr and front clearance cr angles 
are about 15, respectively. On the other hand, the evaluated critical half-included 
angles (1 and 2), as shown in Figure 7.23(c), are about 70 and 75, respectively. 
From the results, it can be concluded that the selected Tool #2 is safe from tool 
interference onto the machined surface since all of its tool angles have met the 
requirements of the critical values.  
However, there is a detection of tool interferences in the cutting simulation for the 
selected Tool #1 as its front clearance angle (tool = 5) is lesser than the critical slope 
of tool trajectory (cr =15). Thus, a tilted-angle  for the Tool #1 is necessary to be 
implemented to tilt the tool holder or insert at about 15 in order to fulfil the of the 
critical front clearance requirements and eliminate any tool interferences by both of the 
tool flank and rake faces. 
Therefore, a tool insert holder for Tool #1 has to be mounted onto a fabricated 
spacer, as illustrated in Figure 7.24, which has an inclined plane of 15 for positioning 








Figure 7.24: Schematic setup for inclining the tool insert holder 
7.3.1.3 Geometrical Splitting For Hybrid FTS/SSS Process 
The generated tool trajectories for hybrid freeform surface have multiple 
frequencies and can be easily simplified for geometrical splitting by means of hybrid 
Hilbert transform (HT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) approach. Figure 7.25(a) 
demonstrates that the desired freeform surface has two distinguished frequencies at 
6.098 Hz and 47.03 Hz. These frequencies can be represented as the degrees of 
curvature in the freeform features. Thus, the freeform features are able to be split into 
two freeform surfaces, as shown in Figure 7.25(b) and (c) respectively. These two 
freeform surfaces are further validated with the hybrid HT and FFT approach and have 
proven that their frequency properties are 6.245 Hz and 47.03 Hz and are very close to 
those of the original surface.  
Hence, the freeform surface with low-order frequency, which has a sag height of 
about 0.3 mm, can be realized by SSS process. On the other hand, the other surface 
with high-order frequency, which has a sag height of about 15 µm, would be handled 
by FTS process. With the implementation of hybrid FTS/SSS process, the spindle speed 
was increased two folds to 50 rpm as compared to previous study in Chapter 3 where 
the SSS process and spindle speed of 25 rpm were employed. Hence, the machined 




Figure 7.25: Geometrical splitting of freeform features for hybrid 
FTS/SSS process; (a-c) 3D profiles and (d-f) calculated frequency 





7.3.2 Cutting Experiments and Results 
All the experiments were conducted by a hybrid fast tool / slow slide servo 
(FTS/SSS) process using hybrid constant-angle and constant-arc (HCAA) method. 
Based on the simulated results from the above methodologies, the machining 
parameters (Table 7.4) were selected in machining a multiple-compound eye surface  
to meet the required PV tolerance of 1.0 m. Figure 7.26 exhibits a sucessful generation 
of spiral tool trajectory points for the HCAA cutting strategy, which were mapped onto 
the surface of the CAD model with the implementation of the developed SolidWorks-
API methodologies. These generated spiral points were further post-processed into NC 
code and employed for the machining of multiple-compound eye surface using the 
hybrid FTS/SSS process. 
Table 7.4: Selected cutting parameters and tool tilted-angles for HCAA 
method in the Hybrid FTS/SSS process 
S for constant-arc method for middle region 0.0175 mm 
 for constant-angle method for outer and inner regions 180 
Tilted angle for Tool #1 to be used on rough cuts  = 15 




Figure 7.26: A successful generation of spiral tool trajectories for HCAA cutting 
strategy, which are mapped onto the surface of the CAD model 
Figure 7.27 demonstrates that the proposed methodologies have been 
experimentally validated with the sucessful machining of multiple compound eye 
surface. The machined surface were measured using an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 3D 
measuring laser microscope with a confocal optical system. 3D measured profile data 




Figure 7.27: Photographic images of fabricated multiple compound eye surface;  
(a) fabricated workpiece mounted on a chuck, and (b) top slanted view. 
Figures 7.28(a) and 7.29(a) illustrate the replicated of 3D contour measurements for 
the central and offset compound eye surfaces, respectively. Figures 7.28(b-c) and 
7.29(b-c) show that the measured contour errors for the selected regions of the central 
and offset compound eye surfaces, repectively, were found to be lesser than the targeted 
PVtol of 1.0 µm. Hence, these results are validating the proper selection of critical 
cutting parameters, S and , for the machining of the freeform surface using hybrid 
constant-arc and constant-angle cutting strategy.  
In additions, no tool interference/rubbing marks are detected on the machined 
surface. Furthermore, the hybrid freeform surface with large sag height and multiple 
freeform features has been successfully machined with the hybrid FTS/SSS process. 
Therefore, these experimental results have validated the credibility of the proposed 
methodologies, hybrid Hilbert and fast Fourier transformations HT/FFT, and tool 
geometrical optimization, for incorporating into the integrated SoildWorks-API system 












7.4 Concluding Remarks 
In the present study, an integrated CAD/CAM system has been developed to 
fabricate complex freeform surface accurately using multiple-axis diamond turning 
processes. The proposed methodologies not only replaces the needs of expensive 
specialized CAM software, but also provides an attractive solution with an integration 
of Visual Basic application programming interface (API) into SolidWorks for accurate 
and optimized surface generation of hybrid freeform surfaces. The conclusions are been 
drawn as follows: 
i. Two case studies explaining the implementation of the developed integrated 
system is presented. The profile accuracy requirements for the hybrid freeform 
surface have been met. The contour evaluation has demonstrated that the profile 
errors were lesser than the targeted requirements. 
ii. This can be only achieved with the implementation of several analytical 
approaches for accurate freeform surfaces. These approaches evaluate 
analytically for the cutting residual, Sagitta and cutting linearization errors. 
iii. The tool interference/rubbing marks are also eliminated with an aid of tool 
geometrical optimization approach. 
iv. In addition, the hybrid approach of Hilbert transformation (HT) and fast Fourier 
transformation (FFT) performs a proper segregation of freeform features in order 
to be fabricated by FTS and SSS processes simultaneously. 
This study provides an essential contribution towards the improvement of 




Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommended future works 
   
8.1 Major Contributions 
In this study, an attempt of integrating the multiple-axis diamond turning processes 
with the proposed methodologies into the CAD/CAM system was made. Hence, there 
are four major contributions for optimizing the ultraprecision manufacturing of hybrid 
freeform surfaces and are summarized as follows: 
i. Developed methodologies for hybrid FTS/SSS diamond turning 
 Hybrid fast tool/slow slide servo (FTS/SSS) diamond turning was developed by 
incorporating both FTS and SSS techniques to optimize the fabrication process 
of hybrid freeform surfaces and address the limited range of FTS stroke length 
and the low bandwidth in the SSS system. 
 Hybrid fast Fourier and Hilbert transformation (FFT/HT) method has been 
developed for the segregation of freeform features based on their frequency 
domains. 
ii. Developed novel multiple-axis surface generation for complex freeform surfaces 
 A novel multiple-axis surface generation methodology has been developed to 
fabricate a complex freeform surface, such as polygonal Fresnel lens array. It 
addresses the difficulties of fabricating such surfaces in a single setup. 
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iii. Developed novel surface analytical model for cutting linearization errors 
 The accuracy of machined freeform surface can be pre-evaluated with the 
derived novel surface analytical model before machining.  
 The model evaluates the cutting linearization errors along the spiral tool 
trajectory of fast tool/slow slide servo diamond turning process.  
 The number of cutting points can be optimized for achieving the targeted profile 
accuracy. 
iv. Developed integrated CAD/CAM software package for machining freeform 
surfaces 
 A comprehensive, integrated CAD/CAM software solution for multiple-axis 
diamond turning has been developed for planning and conducting the 
manufacture of hybrid freeform surface and to make available open interfaces 
for the different adaption technologies. 
 With the implementation of the integrated system, the profile accuracy 
requirements can be met. Moreover, a proper segregation technique of freeform 
features has also been established for fabrication of hybrid freeform surface 
using hybrid FTS/SSS process. 
 Furthermore, the tool interference/rubbing marks are also eliminated with an aid 
of tool geometrical optimization approach. 
 These provide an essential contribution towards the improvement of 




8.2 Recommended Future Works 
i. Discrete arc-length cutting strategy for better optimization of cutting linearization 
errors 
Although the hybrid constant-arc and constant-angle (HCAA) cutting strategy 
offers the best optimization results in this study, there is still room for improving 
the optimization of controlling cutting linearization errors (PVerr). From the 
experimental studies, it can be concluded that PVerr is dependant of the curvatures 
of freeform surface and is not necessary dependant on the arc-lengths.  
Hence, this promotes another method of controlling the arc-lengths in which the 
arc-lengths should be maximized to the longest possible distance as long as the PVerr 
does not exceed the required profile accuracy tolerance. Thus, there will be several 
discrete arc-lengths throughout the entire freeform surface. This discrete arc-length 
cutting strategy not only optimizes the number of controlled points, but also 
improves the overall efficiency of manufacturing duration of freeform surfaces. 
ii. Mechanism of chip formation in freeform cutting 
Ultraprecision cutting is one of the dominant approaches to obtain intricate 
features and high surface finish. Therefore, it is significant of understanding the 
material removal mechanism in nanometric scale, which helps to achieve a better 
surface finish and increase the process efficiency as well as to obtain high economic 
value. The mechanism of chip formation in the microcutting is greatly influenced 
by the tool rake angles.  
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Up to date, all works on chip formation in the ultraprecision cutting have been 
only conducted with rake angles individually. However, the effective rake angle 
changes all the time during the diamond turning of freeform surface, even with a 
zero rake diamond tool. The effective rake angle in a diamond turning of freeform 
surfaces can be varied from positive to negative values depending on the slopes of 
surface. This variation of effective rake angles would also cause the variation of 
chip formation which would behave as elastic-plastic deformation. 
However, there is no literature studying the optical effect of freeform diamond 
turning under the influence of varying effective rake angles. Therefore, it is worth 
to consider studying the chip formation under the influence of effective tool rake 
angles in ultraprecision machining of freeform optical surfaces.  
iii. Sophisticated compensation method for the surface analytical model  
The developed surface analytical model is purely geometrical. It is well known 
that the surface generated during machining is strongly dependant of material 
properties, and cutting mechanisms (e.g. side flow, indentation, etc.). These 
mechanical effects would affect the final machined surface quality and accuracy. 
One such mechanical effect is the variation of chip formation (elastic-plastic 
deformation) due to the varying rake angles on the freeform curvatures. Thus, the 
consideration for the varying rake angles should be taken into an account in 
improvising the surface analytical model with better predictions of good surface 
quality and accuracy. 
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iv. Hybrid AGMT and FTS/SSS process 
Presently, AGMT and FTS/SSS processes are two separate and distinct ones, 
which are only able to fabricate a limited range of hybrid freeform surfaces, 
depending on their capabilities. This has been already explained in this dissertation 
that this is due to the loss of symmetry in the complex freeform surface.  
Hence, a hybrid of both processes would enhance their capabilities in addressing 
the difficulties in the machining of more complex hybrid freeform surfaces, i.e. an 
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